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BRIEFLY
City
Problems temporary:

Because of a recent flood,
Loft Construction, 500 Lehman,
experienced temporary problems in
operating. However, after
reorganization, they are now able to
service lofts properly. Loft
Construction s phone number has
been changed to 354-4763 and new
office hours are noon to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

State
Man done wrong: A

Mahoning County judge on Monday
refused to grant a new trial for a
Youngstown man who contends his
rape conviction was based on
mistaken identity. In his ruling,
Common Pleas Judge Elwyn Jenkins
said attorneys for Tyrone Ellington
failed to show any new evidence that
would have changed the verdict in his
trial.
Ellington is serving a life sentence
for the 1988 attack on a 10-year-old
Struthers boy. Lawyers for Ellington
contend Johnny Lee Jones, who was
indicted in three rapes in the
Youngstown area, also attacked the
10-year-old boy.
In the case against Ellington, police
said the assailant was a short,
heavy-set black man who coaxed
victims to a secluded area with the
promise of a new bicycle or bicycle
parts and then attacked them.
Paul J. Gains, Ellington's attorney,
has noted the assailant's description
and circumstances of the attack also
fit the case against Jones. —
Ellington was convicted in January
of raping the Struthers boy. He was
sent to the Marion Correctional
Institution.

Nation
Bank ho-hoed: In West

Chester, Pa., a man wearing a Santa
Claus suit sang "We Wish You a
Merry Christmas" as he held up a
bank, dashing away with an
undetermined amount of money.
"You always see Santa Claus
walking around this time of year,"
West Goshen Township
police Officer
Richard Geiger said. rtNo one thinks
anything of it. If it happened in July,
that would be a different story."
Geiger said the pseudo-Santa
entered a Fidelity Bank branch
Monday afternoon, waited in line with
other customers, then told the teller
he was there to present a singing
telegram.
The robber then handed the teller a
red plastic bag with drawstrings and
Bictures of Santa. His note instructed
le teller to place cash in the bag until
he was finished with his song, police
said.

New facility
planned to
start in 1991
by Jill Novak
staff writer

University President Paul Olscamp
addressed questions and concerns
Faculty Senate members had Tuesday
about the construction of the proposed
$11.7 million classroom facility scheduled to begin in 1991.
The 86,900-square-foot facility will
not house any academic offices, but is
planned to contain eighteen 40-seat
classrooms, two 300-seat lecture halls.
one 300-seat teleconference lecture hall
and a 600-seat conference area.
The need for this facility was shown
by comparing the University to three
other public state universities: Kent
State, Miami and Ohio University.
The University only has five large
lecture halls which seat more than ISO
people, Olscamp said. In comparison,
Kent State has 19, Miami has 16, and
Ohio University has 13 large lecture
halls.
In addition, the utilization rate of
these lecture halls here during the daytime is 72 percent, while at the three
other schools the rates are 47.4 percent,
43.3 percent and 57.9 respectively.
The University's lecture halls are
also heavily used in non-academic use
and during summer conference
seasons, Olscamp said.
"It would appear that we certainly
could use more than five rooms that
seat more than 150 people on campus,"
he said.
Olscamp said one of the three major
concerns he has heard about the proposed facility deals with the proposed
600-seat conference area.
He explained the area is not a big
amphitheater, but "something like a
ballroom."
The facility will include movable,
sliding partitions to divide it into different configurations so it could be
used for conventions and smaller gatherings, he said.
Concerns about the large lecture hall
stemmed from the Ohio Board of Regents' arguments about it, Olscamp
D See Senate, page 7.

Turn in library books: in

Atlanta, a woman jailed for having
seven overdue library books is suing
the county and its solicitor for
$500,000. Karen Lindsay, a 48-year-old
office worker from suburban Atlanta,
was jailed overnight in October for
failing to appear in court on the
overdue-book charges. She said she
returned the books in 1988 and was
never served with the notice to appear)
in court.
"That seems like a reasonable
amount for being dragged out of your
house at 10:30 p.m. and spending a
night in jail without bond," said
Herbert P. Schlanger, Lindsay's
attorney.
The U.S. District Court complaint
alleges false arrest. Schlanger said
thatbecause Lindsay never received
court notice, she committed no crime
and, therefore, was falsely
imprisoned.
Compiled from local and AP
wirenports

High 40°
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Fourth sentenced in thefts
by Angela Blandina
editor

A fourth former University student
linked with the campus computer
thefts as convicted of receiving stolen
Sroperty and was sent to prison Tuesay in Wood County Common Pleas
Court.
Richard Foster, 22. was given a sentence of one year In prison for the
fourth-degree felony and also was
ordered by Judge Gale Williamson to
pay $8,950 in restitution. He was denied
Srobation and taken immediately to the
hio State Reformatory in Mansfield.

Foster, a past captain of the University swim team and business major, is
among eight former students — seven
of them swimmers — involved in a
theft ring responsible for stealing about
$50,000 worth of University equipment.
According to Assistant Prosecuting
Attorney David Woessner, Foster's
level of involvment within the group
was' 'mid- to mid-high."
A St. Charles, 111. native, Foster had
planned to graduate this semester and
was once ranked among the top three
swimmers in the Mid-American Conference.
Pat Cleveland, Foster's academic
adviser at the University, said his be-

havior was out of character.
"He keeps his nose to the grindstone
and takes direction well," Cleveland
said.
When asked by the judge why he
committed the crimes, Foster had no
answer.
"It was something to do," he said.
Others who have been sentenced in
connection with the thefts include:
Jonathan Warnick, 21, of Worthington,
Ohio; Scott Kent, 19, of Fairport, N.Y.;
and Craig Schoenlein, 22, of Centerville.Ohio.
Three others have yet to be sentenced and one — the only to plead not guilty—is awaiting trial.

m NWJohn Potte

Faculty Exhibit

'

Sophomore Tracy Pivinskl takes advantage of a break in her life drawing class to examine an instructor's work in the gallery
of the Fine Arts Building. The show, which will run through Thursday. December 14. is the 40th of its kind to feature faculty
artwork. The show is free and open to all during the regular gallery hours of 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, and
2-5 p.m. on Sunday.

Parking fines second-highest
Parking Fines at Ohio universities
250-,

226,370

Story faked: A fake news

story saying aliens were sighted near
this northern Illinois town appeared
on the front page of the Rockford
RegisterStar.
The four-line story, which made it
into several thousand early Sunday
editions before the presses were
stopped, did not seem to alarm
readers, perhaps because it was not
printed in the newspaper's normal
style, police said.
The paper nevertheless printed a
retraction Monday.
A production worker was fired for
writing the story about
extraterrestrial children as a
firactical joke and mistakenly putting
t on a page cleared for printing, USA
Today reported Monday, quoting
Rockford publisher Michael Coleman.

Weather

BQSU

KSU

MU

UT

Source. Individual University offices; totals are approximated (or Sprkifl 1989.

by Michelle Matheson
staff writer
University students upset with the
amount of money they spend on parking
fines may have a right to be mad. according to statistics from other state schools.
lii Ohio, the University ranks second —
only behind Kent State University —in the
amount of money spent by students in one
semester for parking fines.
Bowline Green was compared to four
other mid-sized universities in Ohio: Kent
State University, University of Toledo and
Miami University.
Ohio University is also included in the
list, but statistics for a single semester
could not be obtained.
University students paid about $125,000 in
parking fines spring semester 1989 and of
this amount, 60 percent was collected from
the $2 ticket for an expired parking meter,
Director of Parking and Traffic Jean Yarnell said.

Judge upholds decision
Student wins dispute with landlord over security deposit
Editor's note: This is the first
article in a three-part series on
security deposits off-campus
students must pay.
by Wynne Everett
staff writer
Bowling Green Municipal Court
Judge James Bachman upheld a referee s earlier decision Nov. 27 awarding University senior Brad Funkhouser a $326.44 settlement in his security deposit dispute with R.E. Management.
Municipal Court referee Charles
Kurfess ruled Funkhouser was due
the settlement after the former tenant
sued R.E. Management for return of
double the $203.22 security deposit he
said was wrongfully withheld from
him.
Bachman upheld Kurfess' ruling
that Funkhouser was entitled the return of $40 of the $50 R.E. Management deducted from his security deposit for the cleaning of a freezer and
stove.
Funkhouser was also awarded
double the $163.22 balance from the

security deposit R.E. Management
failed to return to Funkhouser within
the 30 days required by Ohio law.
R.E. Management filed objections
with the earlier ruling Nov. 14, causing the case to be reviewed by Bachman, but General Manager Scott
Prepnan said his company will not
pursue the issue any further.

Prephan said he filed the original
objection because he believed Kurfess
misinterpreted the statute, but from a
financial standpoint, any further pursuit did not make sense.
"We think the referee, who isn't a
judge, misinterpreted the law. That's
our opinion," Prepnan said. "Of
course, even though we're not pursuing this, we still disagree with the deFunkhouser filed counterobjections to R.E. Management's objections with the court Nov. 21.
Prephan said his objection to the
decision was based on three main
points, the first of which concerns the
referee's ruling that Funkhouser's
deposit balance was wrongfully withheld.
Student Legal Services Director
Greg Bakies said Ohio landlord and
tenant law stipulates that a landlord
must return the balance of a tenant's
security deposit along with an itemized account of deductions from
that deposit within 30 days of termination of the lease.
If a balance is not returned within
G See Deposit, page 3.
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In comparison, students at Kent State
University paid $226,370 in parking fines
spring semester 1989.
This amount is due in part to KSU's policy of a blanket fine of $5 for all parking
fines, according to Randy Ristow, manager
of KSU parking services. However, he said,
officals are considering differentiating the
fine levels.
University of Toledo students paid about
$122,000 for the winter and spring quarters
in 1989, Director of Campus Security Frank
Pizzulo said.
Students at Miami University paid the
least amount of money in parking fines last
spring, which may be due to a policy prohibiting most Miami students from keeping
cars on campus.
MU Director of Public Safety Claud
Spencer said only 3,000 students are permitted each year to have cars on the Miami
campus.
"(Miami) is a no-car campus," Spencer
said. "No student may have a car in Oxford
D See Tickets, page 8.

Czechs may
strike to get
more reform
by Alison Smale
Associated Press writer

PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia — One of
Czechoslovakia's two republics named
the first government in 41 years dominated by non-Communists, and talks
began with opposition leaders on their
demands for a new national government.
Leaders of the Communist-controlled
labor organization took the unprecedented step of endorsing a general
strike that the opposition has
threatened if the national government
is not changed this week.
An Interior Ministry announcement
said work on dismantling fortifications
on the border with Austria would begin
Monday. The government said last
week some of the barbed wire, watch
towers and trip wires would be taken
down.
About 2,000 demonstrating students
chanted "Resign! Resign!" as Ladislav Adamec, the Communist premier,
met with dissident playwright Vaclav
Havel on demands for a new Cabinet to
O See Reform, page 9.
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Free financial
service offered
Caveat emptor!
The Latin phrase for "let the buyer beware"
is something University students should consider
when searching for financial assistance.
Recently, many University students received letters from the Academic Council on Financial Assistance offering to help them search for financial
aid. The only catch is a $50 service fee.
The company claims to refund your money if you
do not receive assistance from one of their sources,
but students need not pay at all for this service because it is free through the University.
If the students who already have requested the
service had taken the initiative and investigated
options right under their noses, chances are they
would have a little more money in their pockets today.
It is fantastic that the University has such a comprehensive scholarship search for its students.
.And the University undoubtedly has more to offer
— if people bothered to look.
Money often is a scarcity for college students.
Therefore, it would be worthwhile for students to
take the time to investigate and take advantage of
free opportunities, rather than foolishly throw
money away.

Officials must
face drug issue
Ohio's lawmakers are exhibiting overwhelming
apathy as far as drug problems are concerned. Or, at least it would appear so.
The Ohio Drug Summit organized by Gov. Richard Celeste has managed to attract only 10 of the
state's 132 legislations; of the four top state officials, only one, House Minority Leader Corwin
Nixon, R-Lebanon, indicated he planned to be present.
We realize that the people we elect to public office
have numerous commitments, that they are expected to address problems of their own districts
along with problems facing the entire state — but
we believe that drugs are a plague that has descended on every district in our state, and every other
state.
Celeste and the Public Children Services Association of Ohio provided the forum for discussion of
drugs and their impact upon society.
- Sad to say our lawmakers, for the most part, opted to skip the sessions. We would be interested to
know what is more important in our state than the
escalation of drug use, coupled with some insight on
how Ohio is approaching that plague.
This editorial reprinted courtesy of the Chillicothe Gazette
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Straight Talk Edward A. Dougherty
Give a gift of yourself this Christmas
Lack of sleep, stress, worries,
coffee, bizarre behavior by relatively normal people: welcome
to the end of the semester, sometimes confused with the end of
the world (as we know it).
If you listen to the commercials, though, you'd think our
real worry and most stressful
concern was shopping.
That's because it's the Holiday Season.
When I say this to people, I
fear for my well-being. No one
seems to feel festive, nor ready
for anything but sleep and a
break. No one seems able to
concentrate on gift giving. And
it's this time of year more than
any other that I hate TV the
most.
Everybody's trying to sell me
something I don't need. I would
hate to have kids this time of
year. Saturday Morning Hell!
''Gee, Dad, I hope Santa brings
me one of these. Makes Calvin
look like an angel when he "only" wants a flame thrower.

At home, I live close to the
King of Prussia Mall and the
Court, which used to be one of
the largest malls in the country.
Going there to get gift, became
the antithesis of generosity. Now
I refuse to shop there at Christmas.
In fact, I try not to shop at all
for Christmas.
A few years ago, I came
across a quote from Emerson
which helped me articulate my
feelings of disgust and anger
over the Mall-ification of
Christmas and Hanukkah.
"Rings and jewels are not true
gifts, but apologies for gifts. The
only true gift is a portion of
thyself."
For me, it is much "easier" to
go to a mall with 57 stores and
hop from store to store getting
an idea for what I want to get
this person or that. What is difficult is thinking of how I can give
them a portion of myself.
One year. I gave each mem•r of my family (all nine, exber

cuding me, of course) a copy of a
collection of my poems. It
sounds egotistical, hut I exglained that I was not trying to
ring attention to myself, but to
introduce myself.
It was my way of saying: This
is what I'm doing up at Penn
State; here is a part of me; I
want you to have it.
The fire of dissatisfaction over
the way our society tries to sell
us and our holidays spread. Finally, my sister, Liz, proposed
we make all our gifts. The theme
became: Make, Bake or Grow!
We had to give one another a
part of our lives, our selves.
It was an amazing Christmas.
The creativity and talent that usually went into work or the kids
got directed at each other, and it
was great. My brother and his
wife (Michael and Betsy) made
me a bookcase. Yeah, a whole
bookcase! From scratch! I show
it off to anyone who comes to my
home.
I am proud of this gift because

they made it; they didn't just
buy it.
The gifts were fun to watch being unwrapped because they
were actually unique. We
offered from our distinctive selves. Each person showed a talent that sometimes got put on a
shelf.
Last Christmas was powerful
as we gave from our tune and
attention; we had to because
each gift needed to be thought
of, planned and then made. With
our own hands.
Part of the power came from
discovering the hidden meaning
of gifts — real gifts — and the
process of gift giving. Santa
CTaus, Hanukkah and Jesus
have little to do with malls, but a
lot with surprises, "unmerited"
generosity, and the presence of
miracles all around us.
May we all rededicate ourselves to the Inner Light and
learn a way of giving gifts that
share a part of it.
Dougherty is a graduate student in Creative Writing.

Coughlin: Only USG president can speak and listen tor students
To the Editor.
I think it's about time I personally respond to the constant
attacks on USG by Craie Taliaferro. Let me begin by stating
the role of the president of USG,
since there seems to be some
confusion in his mind. Successes
and failures in any level of
government are largely written
y how the president views his
or her office itself. Today, a restricted view of the presidency
is not enough. The issues that
face us demand a president that
will formulate and fight for legislation, not be a casual bystander to the legislative process. He
or she must be the chief executive in every sense of the word.

Green Harvest Twp.

prepared to exercise the fullest
powers of the office — all that
are specified and some that are
not. We can not afford to have a
leader who is renowned for the
things he or she did not do. The
president must also be the responsible officer of government.
Only the president has the power
to speak or listen for the student
body and that can not be abdicated to the legislature, for it
has no ultimate responsibility.
Finally, let me address the
radical tactics that Mr. Taliaferro has graced us with for
the past few years. There will
always be dissident voices on
the fringes of society who seek to
escape their own responsibility

by finding a simple solution or
convenient scapegoat. They find
fault but never favor, express
opinions without alternatives,
and seek to influence without responsibility. They attempt to
manipulate a generation they
can not possibly be in touch
with. But the wisdom and stability of the mainstream has always prevailed.
Time and time again, Mr. Taliaferro has attacked and
offended one group or another at
BGSU and has been forced to
publicly apologize, only to turn
around and wage another silly
crusade of suspicion and destructiveness. That is not what
we need at this university: we
deserve better. Our efforts

should reflect our confidence in
one another, not our personal
contempt. In that spirit, we in
your student government will
move forward in the coming
months.
Kevin Coughlin
USG president

Correction
In Tuesday's edition of
The BG News .Deborah
Heineman was incorrectly
identified as the director of
financial aid and student
employment. She is the associate director. The News
regrets the error.

byV.M.O
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USG tries to help ADPi
Senators urge University to give preferred housing
by Lynn Gagel
staff writer
Undergraduate Student
Government is attempting to
help the members of the nowdefunct University chapter of
Alpha Delta Pi sorority who are
facing eviction from their house
at the semester's end.
USG senators unanimously
approved a resolution Monday
night which calls for the women
to receive preferred housing for
spring semester.
The resolution attempts to ensure "that BGSU Housing does
their best to accommodate the
women of Alpha Delta Pi by allowing them to have first priority in roommate and dorm room
selection," the resolution states.
USG President Kevin Coughlin said he has received word
from administrators that assistance will be given to the ADPi
members.

"We have been assured by
Housing and the University that
those members will be given
preference in housing for next

"These women have
gone through a lot,
and just imagine —
it's kind of tragic to
move out of a place
they thought they
were going to stay
all semester."
-Linda Schnetzer,
USG senator
semester," Coughlin said. "This
voices support that the University will follow that policy."
USG senator Linda Schnetzer,
sponsor of the resolution, said
she believes the action will en-

courage the University to act responsibly when relocating the
"These women have gone
through a lot, and just imagine
— it's kind of tragic to move out
of a place they thought they
were going to stay all semester," Schnetzer said. "Housing
is trying their best, but we are
going to see this thing through
and make it happen."
The bill mandates that copies
of the USG recommendation be
sent to the Housing office and
Greek Life.
However, Director of Housing
Jill Carr said Tuesday afternoon
that she was unaware of any
USG proposal concerning the
ADPi women.
A final decision concerning
the placement procedure for the
women who reside in the house
has yet to be made, Carr said.

Rape panel planned
USG to present movie and speakers on rape prevention

BGNews Irock Visnich

Rugby Club Sponsors Sale
Freshman Kim Faircloth looks through ponylail holders at the Rug
by Club Sale on the steps of the Education Building Tuesday
morning. The sale features Mexican-style clothing and will be run
through Friday. "I'll probably buy a belt or a pair of mittens," said
Faircloth.

Deposit
. : Continued from page 1.
this time, the tenant is entitled
to double damages, or twice the
amount due to him, Bakies said.
Funkhouser received a check
for the balance of his deposit
dated and postmarked Sept. 14
— 31 days after the lease's termination.
Prephan said he believes the
balance was not wrongfully
withheld.
"We didn't agree with the referee's decision at all. Brad
didn't have to show any damages at all. He should be entitled
to one day's interest at most,"
Prephan said. "It hasn't even
been established that the balance was returned late. It could
have been mailed after 5 p.m. on
Sept. 13 in which case it would
have postmarked Sept. 14."
R.E. Management's last two
bases for objection concern the
referee's interpretation
of Ohio
contract lav.-. According to Prephan, he and Funkhouser

agreed to settle the case for $78
before going into court.
Kurfess ruled that prior to
their appearance in court, no
such agreement existed between
the two.
"This isn't true. We agreed
right up until we got up before
the judge and Brad said 'No, I
donl want to settle,' " Prephan
said.
Funkhouser disagrees.
"It is my firm belief that there
was never a meeting of the
minds between the defendant
and myself. I did not make a
firm offer," Funkhouser said.
Bachman ruled, "The statutes
were properly applied by the
referee." "Of course, it would
cost us more to pursue this than
it would to drop it now. regardless of how we still feel, but we
are disappointed," Prephan

by Lynn Gagel
staff writer

A $200 contribution from the University's campus security office has allowed an Undergraduate
Student Goverment-sponsored rape awareness
seminar to continue at 7 tonight in 1007 Business
Administration.
Responding to concerns heard last year during
spring campaigning, USG Vice President Colleen
McGinty planned a rape awareness program for
this fall.
The Academy Award-winning movie "The Accused" was planned to be shown, followed by a
panel discussion on the movie's topic: rape.
Representatives from the Link, the Student
Health Center and Campus Security were contacted and they promised to be on hand to distribute information and answer questions from students.
After the arrangements had been made,
however, financial problems almost canceled the
seminar, because McGinty learned that the studio's licensing fee had to be paid in order to show
the film.
USG could not fund the project, so the program
was shelved until second semester to give them

is our multi-purpose room
Perfect For
All Your Christmas Gatherings
We accept University charge
OPEN 11:00 A.M.
440 E. Court
SALADS •

by Michelle Banks
staff writer
The People for Racial
Justice Committee expressed concern about the
nature of the steering
committee which will
select the new Affirmative
Action Director.
Bill Thompson, committee member ana minister
at United Christian Fellowship, voiced his displeasure at Tuesday's
meeting because there
were no students on the
steering committee. He
motioned to try to get one
graduate and one undergraduate student appointed.
"Who is the University
for — the Administrators
or the students?" Thompson said.
Cliff Brooks, co-chair of
the committee agreed with
Thompson.
"We want and need student representation," he
said.
Currently, seven faculty
members comprise the
steering committee.
The resolution unanimously passed and the
committee said it will send
a letter to University
President Paul Olscamp.
In other business, committee member Elliott
Blinn condemned The BG
News for lack of coverage
concerning the vandalization of the women's studies
office and slurs directed
toward homosexuals which
were written on sidewalks
on campus.
" The BG News has been
relatively silent on these
issues and that's a major
problem because it is the
only form of communication the students have,"
Blinn said.

EXAM SPECIAL
Sunday, December 3 thru Thursday, December 7
Sunday, December 12 thru Thursday, December 14
Study and Relax in the privacy of your own room
at
%g.

Falcon Pla2&
i«M IM •m—mrn vm Inl Ua ON <M«1

(located across from Harshman Dorm)

$23*

per night for o single or double room
Includes: 'Early check-in ond late check-out times
'Continental Breakfast
'Coffee available 24 hours
Advance reservations required and
present valid BGSU ID at checktn
A e #% M M -» M
Not valid lor family, friends, and
«S3x-40/4>
other non-students

Campus Safety • Campus Safety • Campus Safety • Campus Safety
Enjoy Good Living in '90 with

"THE ACCUSED"
Academy Award Winning Movie
Starring

JODIE FOSTER
Dec. 6 7:00p.m. 1007 BA
Short Panel Discussion on Rape
Refreshments following.
Sponsored by your Undergraduate Student
Government and Campus Safety

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9 00 - 4:30

Phone 352-9378

9 & 12 month Leases Available
Fox Run
Haven House

Piedmont Apts
Birchwood Place 650 Sixth St
Small Bldgs-Manville Between 6th and 7th
Houses for Rent

Railview Mini Warehouse
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Student
input is
sought

Tomorrow: The legal courses
of action students can take it involved in a security deposit dispute.

ICampusI • I.IVF. ENTF.KTA1NMI IN I
Pollyeyes
"A Gathering Place"
352-9638 or 354-0056
"THE SELLER"

OVLK 80 IMPOK'I'S

time to find co-sponsorships to raise the $200
needed. But, University police department officials offered to pay for the showing of the movie.
McGinty said the discussion will be directed
toward date rape, although the rape of the character played by Jodie Foster in the movie is committed by strangers.
"It's a good movie — very, very intense," she
said. "It says, 'Hey, this is rape.' But at Bowling
Green, date rape is more prevalent."
The panel will talk about what happens to a person who goes through a rape, how to avoid rape —
especially aquaintance rape — what to do if it happens to a friend, and what to do if it happens to you,
McGinty said.
University Public Information Officer Barbara
Waddell will explain the University police department's procedure in reporting and compiling
campus rape statistics, the legal aspect of rape
and preventive measures students may take.
Representatives from the Student Health Center
will focus on the role they play in the process of reEjrting a rape, including examinations and quesoning which rape victims undergo.
TheLink's representatives will explain counseling services they offer to help victims cope with
the emotions and feelings that arise after a rape.

December 6,1989

Monday - Friday

Features
2 bedroom - 1', oaths
Furnished • wall lo wall carpeting
Extra large closets linen closet
Gas neat and cooking
Laundry areas in each hmlding
Sound-conditioned interior

Party Room for Rent
All residents will have membership privilages to Cherrywood Healtn Spa
Complete facilities for men and women
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
e Indoor Heated Pool
e Metro Sauna
• New Weight Equipment
e Complete Exercise Equipment
• Tanning Booth Available
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL HOME OPENER TOMORROW NIGHT 8 P.M.!
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Eating disorders increasing
Food not main issue, emotional distress is underlying problem
by Jennifer Taday
staff writer

Despite heightened public
knowledge on eating disorders,
one of every four college-age
women demonstrates some
form of bulemic behavior, according to statistics from the
Center for Eating Disorders at
St. Vincent's Medical Center of
Toledo.
Carol Shambaugh, a group
therapist from the Center for
Eating Disorders, said although
the public may be informed
about the disorder, the information does not help those who
have to deal with this problem.
"Still today, both men and
women are doing strange things
with food," Shambaugh said.
Barb Hoffman, obstetricsgynecology nurse practitioner at
the University's Student Health
Center, said women who come
into the center because they are
not having a menstrual cycle
show one symptom of an eating
disorder.
"All of us have seen a patient
with an eating disorder this
year," Hoffman said.
Although public awareness on
Eroblem has increased in the
years, this does not matter
i person with the eating dis-

order, but others surrounding eating disorder use food as
the individual may become con- communication," she said.
However, the causes of this
cerned, she said.
Food is not the main issue, C' lem are more complicated
however, Shambaugh said, the
not saying "I am mad at
underlying problem is emotional you," she said. Generally unreand generally the source deals solved events within their famiwith Family problems.
ly are a major factor for the disBefore conquering the eating order. Shambaugh said.
disorder the individual needs to
Vicki, freshman diatetics
recognize their place within a major, said family problems
group — whether it be a job, were a cause for her personal
class, sorority or fraternity, she eating disorder, which she sufsaid.
fered from for over two years.

"Those who suffer from an eating
disorder use food as communication."
-Carol Shambaugh, therapist from the Center
for Eating Disorders.
Jealousy is one of the more
common emotions rooted at the
core of an eating disorder, she
said.
"Jealousy may deal with
competition between friends and
associates, and this may be hard
for people to admit, Shambaugh said.
when individuals go through
group therapy at St. Vincent s,
the patients communicate their
feelings through words, she
said.
"Those who suffer from an

ONE SMALL
PACKAGE CAN
GIVE
GREAT PEACE
OF MIND...
WHEN IT'S THE
GIFT OF <@) !

"When I became an anorexic,
my parents were getting divorced and I thought if something
would happen to me, they would
stay together," she said.
Yet suffering from anorexia is
nothing to be ashamed of because tier weight loss was not
conscience at first, she said.
Her excuse was that she just
was not hungry and she was losing her appetite and did not
know why, she said.
"My mom tricked me into seeing a new doctor, which was our
new family practitioner, who
also just happened to be a dietician with a specialty in eating
disorders," Vicki said.
For her height, Moot-6. Vicki
said she is supposed to weigh 120
pounds, but once she dropped
under 105 pounds, she was admitted to St. Vincent's.

"Because of my admittance,
just to piss them oft, I went down
to 90 pounds," Vicki said.
Once she admitted to herself
that she had a problem, she
stopped playing her games to
trick the doctors and others into
thinking she was gaining weight
and she began to deal with her
emotions, she said.
"My first day there, my
roommate, before weigh-ins, put
ankle weights on under a baggy
pair of sweatpants. The doctors
realized she fried to trick them
and made her strip down when
weighing in," she said.
One game Vicki said she
played before weighing in was to
drink a pitcher of water, which
would put water weight on. But
once the doctors caught on to
this game, she said her water
was taken away.
Vicki said she spent 29 days in
St. Vincent's and attended individual and family therapy, and
was an outpatient for a year
after she was released.
In order to be released she
said she had to go up to 109
pounds.
"This was the worst time in
my entire life, but it helped me. I
don't know if I would be alive today without the treatment I had
to go through," Vicki said.
She still fights the battle of
maintaining her weight everyday, but because of her experience she resists her thoughts of
becoming anorexic again.
"It's like people say, 'Once an
alcoholic, always an alcoholic'
Well instead it's 'Once an
anorexic, always an anorexic' I
can be treated for the eating dis-

order, but I can never be
cured."
Also, she said she knows she is
constantly being watched and
she does not want to put others
through that ordeal again.
Some people with eating disorders are beyond help though,
she said.
"One of the girls in the hospital with me had been a patient in
seven others," she said. "I found
out that a year later she died."
When going through treatment, she said that she had to
learn to eat meals again and she
also had to learn how to talk to
her parents all over again.
"I had to get to know them all

over again, because when I was
in the hospital I would be rude to
them with words and actions,"
she said.
Before she was admitted into
the hospital, Vicki said she
would not eat and she was always rollerskating.
However, she said she does
not exercise now because she is
too lazy.
"I still watch my weight to
this day, but there is a line that I
have drawn. Once I cross it.
someone else will take over, and
I will end up where I was three
years ago, Vicki said. "I'll
never let myself get overweight
though."
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Now available at a special low price.
This holiday season, show your special
friends and loved ones that you really care with the gift of AAA. The security and
protection you give will be appreciated all
year long.
That's because, for an entire year, your gift
will continue to give a multitude of benefits.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24-hour Emergency Road Service is just
the beginning. We're there with:
Start-up assistance. Emergency gas
service.
Flat tire changes. Towing Services
Personal travel planning and advice at
our 1,000 professional travel service
centers
Valuable information such as road
conditions, AAA Tourbooks and
individualized Triptiks
Discounts at thousands of
AAA-approved lodgings and attractions.
Fee-free American Express Travelers
Cheques
Discounts on Avis and Hertz car rentals
and much more.

And to show how much AAA cares, we're
offering a special deal: We'll pay the
enrollment fee for each new membership you
give. With this kind of savings, it makes even
more sense to select this convenient gift.
So this year, give the peace of mind over 30
million members already share, with the gift of
AAA.

WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS IS NOW

inthroi
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wow
had the

CAMPUS SHUTTLE
you've been waiting for
From our 3 Great Locations! !
(residents only)

AAA Membership at the special holiday
price of $33.00 -

a $10.00 savings.
Hurry and take advantage of this limited time
offer*, by calling

AAA
Bowling Green
414 E. Wooster St.

354-2511

Wii

AAA SOUTH
5106 Heatherdowns

381-1151

SPRING and FALL
SEMESTER LEASES
Furnished and Unfurnished
Free heat and water
Laundromats

1 & 2 bedroom apts.
1 & 2 full baths
24 Hr. maintenance

GIVE A MEMBERSHIP,
FOR A YEAR OF
PROTECTION AND HELP.

Call TODAY 352-9135 400 NAPOLEON RD.

"IT SHOWS YOU CARE"

FOR SPRING '90 and FALL '90 SEMESTER
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Evidence found in Flight 103 case

School's faculty urges ROTC ban

Woods and wife filing for divorce

UPPSALA, Sweden (AP) — A court affirmed Monday that a
Palestinian facing charges of murder is also a suspect in the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103, and it approved the seizure of evidence in a
raid on his apartment.
"The court finds that Abu Talb is suspected in Scotland of murder
or as an accessory to murder," the brief District Court ruling said.
Clothing seized in the raid "can be presumed to carry importance
for the investigation," it said.
Abu Talb, 35, is believed to be the first suspect to face a court
proceeding in connection with the bombing Dec. 21,1988, over Lockerbie, Scotland, that killed 270 people.
The court classified its hearing records as secret and ordered any
evidence removed from Sweden to be returned when the investigation is completed. Abu Talb, listed in court documents as Abo
Talb, appeared at a closed hearing Friday.
A verdict in the case of Abu Talb and three other Palestinians is
expected Dec. 21. Their trial ended Nov. 15 on charges of murder and
attempted murder in four bombings in Copenhagen, Amsterdam
and Stockholm in 1985 and 1986.
Jamila Mograbi, who is divorced from Abu Talb but still lives with
him, denied he was involved in the Pan Am bombing, but would not
discuss the other charges.
"We are short of money. It's obvious that my husband is not some
kind of terrorist, because terrorists have money," she told The Associated Press.
Abu Talb is a former member of the Palestine Popular Struggle
Front, a group based in Syria that rejects compromise with Israel
and opposes Yasser Arafat, chief of the Palestine Liberation Organization.

MADISON, Wis. (AP) — The University of Wisconsin's faculty
approved a resolution Monday urging that ROTC programs be banned from the Madison campus in 1993 if the military continues to ban
homosexuals.
The vote, which came at the first full faculty meeting since the
Faculty Senate was formed in 1970, was 386 in favor to 248 against.
The resolution calls for the program to be moved off campus in
May 1993 if the ban on homosexuals in the armed forces is still in
place by then, and to keep the program off campus until it is lifted.
The action is not binding because only the Board of Regents, which
governs University of Wisconsin campuses across the state, can
terminate the ROTC contract with the federal government.
Faculty members and students have complained that the Reserve
Officers' Training Corps has discriminated against homosexuals.
The ban on acknowledged gays and lesbians makes them the victims of treatment they don't deserve, said Joseph Elder, a professor
of sociology and South Asian studies.
ROTC supporters contend that court decisions have upheld the
ban.
Last week, Republican Gov. Tommy G. Thompson said ROTC
should be allowed to remain on campus because it is good for the university system.
"The proponents of change are shooting themselves in the foot,"
Gordon Baldwin, a law professor who is ROTC's faculty liaison, said
Monday. "There is no question of law here," he said. "The policy is
allowed."
Baldwin and others argue that terminating the program will deSirive students of scholarships and the right to receive an education
or a military career.
The ROTC program at the university has 440 students, including
155 on full scholarship.
ROTC proponents said the university could get in legal trouble if it
banned theprogram because the school was founded under the Federal Land Grant Act of 1862, which requires it to provide military instruction.
They have said that university officials should be patient and
lobby against the Department of Defense policy.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actor James Woods and his wife.Sarah
Marie Owen, have separated after four months of marriage, citing
irreconcilable differences.
Documents filed in Superior Court by Woods' lawyer Dennis Wasser said the couple separated Nov. 6 and all property had been divided. Woods initiated the filing for legal separation.
Woods, 42, and Owen, 26, have no children.
Woods won television Emmy Awards in 1987 for his portrayal of
the mentally ill brother of James Garner in "Promise' and in 1989
for the title character in "My Name Is Bill W." Owen is a horse
trainer.
It was Woods' second marriage and the first for Owen.

Ahmed Jibril's radical Popular Front for the Liberation of Pales' tine-General Command is the group most often accused of the Pan
Am attack.
Mograbi said three Scottish detectives and seven Swedish officers
searched the apartment last week for clothing traceable to Malta in
the Mediterranean, virtually emptying the closets and filling 15 plastic bags, she said.

Quaid leery about playing cousin
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Actor Randy Quaid, says he was leery
about reprising his role as Chevy Chase's chiseling country cousin in
the movie "Christmas Vacation."
The cousin, Eddie, first turned up in the original "National Lampoon's Vacation" in 1983.
Suaid has balanced comic roles with a serious acting career that
uded an Oscar nomination for his kleptomaniac sailor in the 1973
film "The Last Detail."
"I love playing Eddie. But, I didn't want to reprise the role because I want to get away from playing those kinds of characters,"
Quaid said in a recent interview.
"But, I read the script, and it was just so funny; I couldn't wait to
say some of the lines," ne said.

Texas anti-drug plan defended
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) —Officials of an anti-drug program are defending it against complaints by Alice Sessions, wife of FBI Director
William Sessions, who resigned as head of the organization.
Ms. Sessions said the "Join the Move" project used the FBI chief's
name to court donations and "I just couldn't be associated with
that."
One of those who got a sales call was the Sessions' son, who lives in
Texas, she told the Austin American-Statesman.
Ms. Sessions also expressed concern over the group's fund-raising
tactics, which involved selling spices, Jellies and sauces.

STATE / LOCAL
Dayton NAACP requests inquiry

Celebrezze has change of heart

DAYTON (AP) — The head of the Dayton chapter of the NAACP
said Tuesday he has asked the FBI to investigate the distribution of
Ku Klux Klan applications by a high school student.
Jessie Gooding, president of the local National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, said he called for the investigation
in a letter to Robert Siller, the agent in charge of the Dayton office.
"My concern is not so much the kids as the parents," Gooding
said. We've got some parents around Montgomery County that are
sponsoring racial hatred. In so doing, they are seeking applications
for membership in the Klan."
Gooding's letter was prompted by an incident last week at the
Montgomery County Joint Vocational School in which a student was
founding passing out KKK applications.
"There was only one student," said Glenn Dillhoff, acting principal. "He brought it or gave it to another student, and we nailed him
tor Xeroxing it."
Dillhoff said there is no racial tension at the school, which has an
enrollment of 1,824 students, 1,731 of whom are white. But Gooding
said several black families are concerned.
"They have some high concern, fear of violence," Gooding said. "I
certainly think (FBI agents) should investigate it. They certainly
should be knowledgeable of the potential violence of (the KKK) and
the effect it may have not only on blacks and Jews, but probably
eventually Catholics, too."

COLUMBUS (AP) — Ohio Republicans on Tuesday left a pair of
gifts under the Statehouse Christmas tree satirizing Attorney General Anthony Celebrezze Jr.'s change of position on abortion.
Celebrezze, who plans to announce his candidacy for the Democratic gubernatorial nomination next week, announced Saturday
that although he personally opposes abortion, he has come to believe
that women should be allowed to end their pregnancies until such
time as their fetuses are determined by a medical test to be viable.
An opponent of abortion since his days in the Ohio Senate, Celebrezze also said he would now support state funding for abortions for
low-income women and said that if elected governor he would veto
efforts to ban all abortions.
The announcement prompted strong protest from anti-abortion
activists and from the Republican Party.
Ohio GOP Chairman Robert Bennett said at Tuesday's news conference that he does not think abortion will be a major issue in the
1990 campaign. But he said Celebrezze's abortion statement was a
"blatantly political switch on an issue of conscience" that put Celebrezze's leadership ability into question.
"This move is just the latest in a series of actions, or inactions,
which have demonstrated that Tony Celebrezze is a weak, ineffectual officeholder who has placed the interests of his political allies ahead of the people of this state," Bennett said.
State Sen. Paul Pfeifer, R-Bucyrus, a rumored candidate for the
GOP gubernatorial nomination who describes himself as pro-choice,
said he was appalled by Celebrezze's announcement and said a pair
of roller skates left under the tree were a suitable gift.
"These are all-weather, all-terrain skates good for getting around
issues and around Ohio," he said as he and Bennett opened a giftwrapped box holding the black and red skates.
A plastic windmill also left under the tree is indicative of Celebrezze's change of mind because it "always tilts in the direction of
the wind," Bennett said.

Siller said he hadn't yet received Gooding's letter or otherwise
been contacted. He said the FBI would likely investigate if it appeared that the Klan was threatening people or interfering with their
rights.
Several similar incidents have occurred at area schools.
On Halloween, two students at Talawanda High School in Oxford
wore Klan robes on a school bus and shouted a racial epithet. On the
same day, a student at Fairborn High School wore a Klan costume to
school.

Officials of the program, sponsored by the Austin-based Texas
Department of Public Safety Officers' Association (DPSOA), said
there was no wrongdoing.
DPSOA Executive Director Lane Denton also said spending was
closely monitored and that callers were instructed not to mention
the FBI.

Author scorns charges of racism
VANCOUVER, British Columbia (AP) — Best-selling author W.P.
Kinsella dismisses critics taking potshots at his latest hits because
he either isn't who he writes about or hasn't been where he sets his
stories.
"Fiction writers can write about anything they damn well
please," says Kinsella, whose collection of humorous short stories,
The Miss Hobbema Pageant" is riding high on best-seller lists in
British Columbia.
Kinsella, author of the baseball novel Shoeless Joe on which the
recent movie "Field of Dreams" was based, has come under fire for
his short stories about Indians Silas Ermineskin and Frank Fencepost.
Marilyn Buffalo McDonald, a resident of Hobbema, Alberta, who
reviewed "The Miss Hobbema Pageant," called it "malicious" and
"racist and sexist."
Kinsella says people from Hobbema tend not to be able to distinguish fantasy from reality.
"Obviously, everything I write is fiction because I've never been
there and I don't know anything about the place," said Kinsella.
That sort of thinking would mean "a white, male writer couldn't
write about anything except other white males and a woman
couldn't write about anything except women.
"Consequently, all children's literature would have to be written
by children," Kinsella said.

"I think that is what the attorney general is doing," he said.

ATTENTION GRADUATE STUDENTS

ALL YOU CAN EAT

POWELL'S
IS NOW FEATURING

Graduate Student Senate is looking for a
dependable graduate student to fill the
executive position of GSS Treasurer
for the spring semester. Interested
graduate students should contact the
GSS office at 372-2426.
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OUR FAMOUS
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE DOUGH
ICECREAM

WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD

AT
TWO
CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

TONIGHT 4:30 - 7:00

:

POWELLS ICE CREAM

$4.00

THE PHEASANT ROOM • 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No Reservations accepted for this special
Food Coupons accepted 4:30 - 7:00 p.m. daily

LOCATED IN THE
WOODLAND MALL

TO'S TOO

900 E. WOOSTER

Mon.:

Don't Get Left Out In The Cold

Featuring: The Dan Faehnle Quartet

R.E. MANAGEMENT

is currently leasing units for
the Summer and Fall of 1990
300 UNITS AVAILABLE INCLUDING
• Campus Manor 505 Clough
• Rockledge Manor 850 Sixth St.
Thurstin Manor 451 Thurstin Ave.
505 Clough
(across tracks
from Dairy Qiiccin

Come in Today or Call 352-9302

JAZZ HITE

Tues.:

PROGRESSIVE ISITE

Featuring: Dec. 12 Art School & Bhoc
FUN FOOD, FUN TIMES,
FOR FUN PEOPLE
10045 S. MAIN
353-0988

Wed.:

BLUES ISITE

Featuring: Art & Roman Griswald & The Organics
Thurs.. Fri., Sat.:

ROCK -/V- ROLL

Featuring: Dec. 7, 8, 9 Blltzen

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

FALCON BASKETBALL DOUBLEHEADER SATURDAY 5:15

WOMEN V.
DAYTON

f.on

MEN V.
FINDLAY
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U.S. military team Antarctic ozone Warning issued
detainmenttobe levels increase regarding unsafe
cross-examined
school bleachers
by Susanne M. Schafer
Associated Press writer

WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S.
military authorities in Berlin
are investigating an incident in
which Soviet military personnel
in East Germany detained a
team of American military officers for 7's hours last week.
The detention happened Friday on the eve of President
Bush's summit with Soviet
President Mikhail S. Gorbachev, but it was not publicly disclosed until Monday.
A Pentagon spokesman said
no one was injured and the U.S.
officers involved returned to
Berlin after their release.
"The incident was not routine,
but it's not unheard of either,"
said spokesman Navy Lt. Cmdr.
Ken Satterfield.
The officers are part of the
U.S. military mission that was
established under the 1947 Potsdam accord that allows the
Western allies and the Soviets to
set up offices in each other's occupied zones of Germany. Under
this pact, the United States,
Britain and France have military liaison offices in East Germany and the Soviets have three

in West Germany.
Satterfield said the U.S. team
was "on their assigned mission," which involved observing
installations in East Germany.
He said he did not know now
many U.S. and Soviet personnel
were involved.
Satterfield said the U.S. team
was not threatened by the Soviets, but the officers' vehicle
was held and "a tire was punctured with a bayonet"
The spokesman said the incident occurred about 9:30 a.m.
local time (3:30 a.m. EST) in the
vicinity of the East German city
of Halle, 80 miles southwest of
Berlin.
Satterfield said he did not
know whether an official protest
was filed over the detention.
The incident has raised some
eyebrows in the Pentagon, coming as it did on the night before
Bush and Gorbachev were set to
meet off Malta.
But one Pentagon source, who
spoke on condition he not be
named, downplayed the incident
as one that was touched off by a
local Soviet officer "overreacting" to the presence of the U.S.
team.
"They don't want to elevate
this," said another Pentagon
official, referring to efforts by
U.S. officials to minimize the incident at a time of improving
U.S.-Soviet relations.

Come See Our Newly
Remodeled Store
Coupon
Specials

(Combination
Only
No All White
or Dark)

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy.
1 Buttermilk Biscuit

$1.99 413
Only

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
1 Buttermilk Biscuit

$1.99**
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WASHINGTON - The
government told school administrators nationwide Tuesday
that poor maintenance and improper operation may cause certain indoor bleachers to colInvestigations reveal that if
the bleachers are not opened
properly and/or maintained
correctly over a period of time,
the bleachers may collapse,
the Consumer Product Safety
Commission said in a statement.
The commission said recent
collapses of school gymnasium
bleachers prompted^the warning, which involves manual,
telescoping bleachers made
from 1966 to 1979 by Michiganbased Interkal and sold under
the trade names "Brunswick,"
"Vecta" and "Interkal."
The agency said that 16 collapses since 1978 have produced
back, arm, lee and ankle injuries — some serious.

Last spring nine people were
injured when a section of a bleacher collapsed during a graduation ceremony at a Colorado
high school. Eighty-three students were injured in September
1968, when bleachers collapsed
at a Maryland high school; officials determined that structural
failure caused the collapse.
Francis Hubbel, president of
Interkal, acknowledged that the
bleachers at issue don't "have
certain fail-safe features built
in." He said the bleachers were
redesigned in 1979.
"The old design is working but
requires a high level of care" by
owners, Hubbel added in a telephone interview.
He recommended school personnel trained in maintaining
and operating the bleachers inspect the structures each time
they are used.
He also said the bleachers
should be inspected annually by
authorized and trained professionals, preferably the person
who installed them.

Poisonous leaks
threaten water
CINCINNATI (AP) — Thousands of underground storage tanks in
Ohio are leaking poisons into the state's water supplies and contaminating an unsuspecting public, an environmental group said
Tuesday.
"We consider it the No.l threat to our ground water, simply because of the numbers," said David White, director of community
services for the Ohio Environmental Council.
White said the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates
that 25 percent of the nation's underground storage tanks are leaking. The EPA says cleanup costs average $50,000 to $100,000 and can
behigher.
White said if the EPA's estimate is correct, Ohio has 17,500 to
20,000 leaking tanks.
About 4.4 million Ohioans — or about 40 percent of the state's population — depend entirely on ground water for drinking and bathing,
he said.
"It only takes as little as one gallon of gasoline to make a million
gallons of water unfit to drink," White said. Such leaks can contaminate ground water with toxic substances, including benzenes, he
said.
On Monday. Cincinnati firefighters evacuated about 50 people
from the city's Dunham Recreational Complex after determining
that an underground, city-owned storage tank holding 8,000 gallons
of gasoline was leaking. Firefighters estimated that the tank lost
about 4,000 gallons. The remainder was pumped out. and the city
mav have to dig up and replace the tank, Fire Chief William Miller
said.
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Associated Press writer
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•Now FeaturingFresh-Baked Butterm* Biscuits Made From Scratch
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Kentucky Fried Chicken
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It mav be a result of a climate change affecting the southern
hemisphere and delaying the breakup in some way, he said.
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The breakup of the polar vortex winds has been occurring
quite late in the last few years, Komhyr said, compared to the
1960s and 1970s, when it took place several weeks earlier. The
cause of the delay is not well understood, he said.
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Tall buildings? NO PROBLEM HES BECOME THE WORLD'S
STRONGEST HERO!!
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WASHINGTON — The Antarctic ozone hole has closed for
this year, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration reported Monday.
The hole, actually a region of depleted ozone levels in the
stratosphere over the South Pole, approached record levels in
October, scientists said.
Ozone levels in that region have now returned to normal, said
Walter Komhyr of NOAA's Air Resources Laboratory.
Ozone in the upper atmosphere helps screen the Earth from
dangerous ultraviolet radiation from the sun. Scientists have
been concerned that the hole over Antarctica could endanger
marine life in that region and, if the depletion spreads, cause
increased skin cancer and other health problems.
Scientists measure ozone in Dobson units, with a measurement of 270 to 300 considered normal for the area over the Antarctic.
When the ozone hole forms, levels drop drastically, setting a
record at 125 Dobson units in 1987 and tailing to 135 units this
year.
Levels rebounded to 322 units by mid-November, then declined somewhat and are now estimated at near 300, Komhyr
said in a telephone interview.
During the Antarctic spring the polar vortex, a band of
winds, encircles the continent, preventing the air there from
mixing with the atmosphere in other parts of the world.
During that period, temperatures drop to -125 degrees Fahrenheit and colder in the upper atmosphere, creating a situation
in which man-made chlorofluorocarbon chemicals can react
with the ozone, destroying it. Those reactions cease later in the
year, when temperatures warm to -70 degrees or so, and the
vortex breaks down, allowing polar air to mix once again with
air from other areas and thus restoring ozone to more normal
levels.
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Associated Press writer

Drlv* Thru Hour»: 8un.Thur» 11 am. - 9 p.m.;

Fit & Sat. 11 a.m. • 10 p.m.

Call to place your order today!
Wizard Graphics

Young's Newsstand
353-2176

Downtown

i ii so. main st.'

DOIT MISS
THE ACTION!!!
WOMEN'S
HOME OPENER!
THURSDAY 8:00 PM
VS. MOREHEAD STATE

DOUBLEHEADER SATURDAY!
5:15 WOMEN V. DAYTON
7:30 MEN V. FiNDLAY
JUST SHOW STUDENT I.D. FOR ADMISSDN

PACK "THE HOUSE THAT ROARS"!
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Wrap up a perfect gift MADD program
Victorian, country styles top list of fashionable trims
promotes safety
ses and sleighs.
Trendy teens like the bright graphic snowmen
and big bold reindeer. The cafe-society crowd is
buying up the glitzy, stylized wraps featuring
metallic foils embellished with graphic snowflakes
or art-deco deer.
The super-haute spot in gift wrap, however, is
Victorian. The look takes the country motif one
step into the more romantic.
if shoppers simply cannot bear the thought of
wrestling with wrapping paper, however, there
are plenty of alternatives.
For very large gifts, try those huge, see-through
poly-vinyl bags.
''Frequently children's gifts are so large, like a
bicycle or wagon, they are difficult to wrap," DeMent said. The poly bags "are a convenience thing
for parents, ana they make the gift look special."
More alternatives:
DDecorated boxes. They're as close as your card
store. Just unfold the box, place tissue paper or
Mylar shreds (it looks a lot like glitzy Easter
frass) inside, tuck in the gift and close the box.
or less traditional-looking boxes, try colorful
Chinese-food carry-out boxes found at places like
drugstores.
CTry a tube because sometimes a gift, such as a
calendar or figurine, does not require a traditional
rectangle box.
For a gaggle of gifts, find a basket you like and
that will holdall the gifts and add a bow.
Cans do work for items other than food gifts.
There are many decorated cannisters in lots of
sizes that require only lifting the lid and tucking in
some tissue along with the gift.

by Nancy Miller Lewis
USAToday-CIN

While you might have your Christmas shopping
in the bag, don t get too smug: you still have to
wrap those baubles, bangles and beads.
Now that Christmas is rapidly approaching, it is
time to find that paper, ribbon and gift tags you
bought last year at half-price. Then, round up
some tape and scissors.
As you go about snatching these necessities from
the land of the lost, remember this whole wrapping
idea started in the Far East in the sixth century.
The idea stalled until the 20th century, however,
when decorated paper was produced specifically
for wrapping presents.
Michael DeMent, Hallmark's media relations
coordinator, provided a brief wrap-up of the history of present wrapping: Around 1910 craft paper
hit the market; before this, though, colored tissue
paper was already in use. During the Roaring 20s,
Hallmark brought out decorated paper specifically made for wrapping gifts. The 30s yielded ribbon
that stuck to itself when moistened. Yarn gift tie
came in 1967.
The 80s, DeMent said, will be remembered for
the convenience wrap.
In the industry, the term "convenience wrap"
can mean anything from gift-wrap ensembles that
coordinate when wrapping a package — like the
bows that go with the ribbon that complement the
wrapping paper and match the gift tags — or it can
be as simple as the popular little shopping bags
that need only some bright tissue paper, a litue
curling ribbon and gift tags.
The average U.sT household will wrap about 30
gifts this holiday season, according to Hallmark.
How people will wrap those, though, varies
widely.
Trends in gift wrap this year span the countryhome look, replete with Christmas geese to traditional motifs such as hunting horns, hobby hor-

□When all else fails, bag it. Those little shopping
bags that started out at trendy boutiques and cosmetic counters are all the rage now. Grab a bag
and some matching tissue paper, plop in your gift
and secure the handles with curling ribbon. Keep
in mind that there are foil-lined bags especially
made for food gifts, too.

by Michelle Matheson
staff writer

This will be the first year
that the University's department of public safety will participate in the "Tie one on for
Safety" Red Ribbon program.
The program is sponsored by
Mothers Against Drunk Driving and the purpose of the Red
Ribbon program is to change
the meaning of "tie one on...
"Tie one on...", in its original sense is to go to a bar, said
Lori Gardner, administrative
secretarial assistant of MADD
at the the Central Ohio Chapter.
Instead, MADD is using it in
the sense to tie a red ribbon on
a car as a subtle reminder to
yourself and others not to
drink and drive, she said.
University faculty, staff and
students are encouraged to tie
a red ribbon on the left door
handle, outside rear view mir-

ror or antenna of their car,
said Barb Waddell, the University's public information
officer.
The red ribbon program
runs from Dec. 1 through Jan.
1, Gardner said, because "this
is the main time of year it
(drunk driving) becomes a
problem."
The program is sponsored by
the national departments of
Highway Safety, Liquor Control, Health, and the Ohio Association of Broadcasters in
addition to many local businesses.
All state vehicles will display the red ribbon, Gardner
said, and "our goal is to have 3
million vehicles (displaying
ribbons) throughout Ohio.
Red ribbons are available
from Jane Schimpf, director of
Food Operations; Mike Sawyer, assistant director of Plant
Operations and Maintenance;
the Undergraduate Student
Government, and Public
Safety.

JJappy Holidays!

Senate
U Continued from page 1.
said.
They currently support only
$8.75 million of funding because
they are not in favor the conference area, which would increase
funding to $11.7 million.
However. Olscamp said he
will lobby the Ohio legislature to
reconsider the amount of funding if it is less than necessary for
the conference area.
The location of the facility was
also discussed, but Olscamp
said his hands are tied on that
and the best he can do is to propose two possibilities, neither of
which he finds particulary desirable.
The first location would be behind Memorial Hall in the intramural field. The other proposed location is beside Kohl
Hall, providing the red school
house and sculpture were
moved.
However, he said there are
access problems in the second
area and it may not be big
enough.
If the intramural field is used,
there is funding already in the
budget to construct an additional intramural field in the old
city wastewater treatment plant
on Poe Road, he said.
Many senators questioned the
demand for this additional
classroom space and whether or
not it would actually be utilized
if constructed.
"What are these 40 additional
classes that are going to fill up
these large rooms? where is the
demand being met?" senator
Ronald Stoner said.
Olscamp said he would be "astounded if the availability of
space would not meet the demand for its use" because he
said he is guessing the area involving large introductory
classes would probably utilize
the classroom space.
Senator Ralph Wolfe said the
facility is "long needed" and he
supports the entire concept.
If the facility is constructed,
the Eva Marie Saint Theater
could be used much more often
to show films for classes and
during non-academic times, he
said.

Members of the music department also support construction of the facility because of the
lack of space for certain music
classes in which there is great
interest, such as Music 101.
Other concerns Olscamp addressed included membership
on the building program committee and the use of technology
and whether or not additional
multimedia equipment will aid
education.
Concerns that the building
committee is in need of broader

representation are being met by
Olscamp through his meetings
with members of the Colleges of
Arts and Sciences and Business
to add them to the committee.
Concerns about technology
will be addressed by a technology committee which has not yet
been formed, Olscamp said.
"People who have Knowledge
about computers, electronics
and communication will be able
to advise the program committee for the hopes of the building
as a whole," Olscamp said.
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Wishes You a Very Merry Christmas!
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GIVE A BOOK FOR CHRISTMAS!
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Shopping List:
1 Babysitters Club
^
Books for Jenny
' 2. Little Sisters Club
/
Books lor Nikki
3 Sesame Slreel Books
lor Kyle
4 Dinosaurs for Patrick
5 Bulleling Board Idea
Books for Angie
6 Craft Books for Sandy
7 Pet Care Boons for
Bndgetle
8 Computer Books for
Aunt Suanne
9 Flash Cards for
Nephew Nicholas
10 Comics Books for Matt
. and much, much
more1
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"The Best in Main-Stream Rock"
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week
Thursday
Ladies Night
No Cover for the
Ladies

Wednesday
College ID
Nighf
free admission
with valid ID
BUSCH BY
THE BUCKET

Tuesday
Singles Night
BUD UGHT
NIGHT
REDUCED
PRICES

Friday and Saturday
reduced cover before 9:00 p.m.
Sunday
Quarter Beer
Night

Monday
Monday Mania
Football Night
no cover
free video games &
pool tables

Happy Hour Every Night form 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Byrnegate Plaza
135 S. Byrne (near Hill). Toledo 531-1311
THIS WEEK FEATURING KODY LEE TUES - SUN
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If you believe your
bicycle could be among
these to be auctioned,
bring proof of
ownership and a full
description of your
bicycle to the University
Police Department on
Wed., Dec. 6, 1989
k between
'the hours of
8 a.m. and
12:00
noon.

TMIH

1955 S noynnfds
Southwyt*

Bowling Groan
State University
will be holding a
Public Auction on
Wednesday, Dec.
20, 1989 off 30
bicycles which have
been abandoned.
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START AN IMPRESSIVE RESUME
WITH A COLLEGE ELECTIVE.
Take an Introductory course from Army ROTC with
no obligation. You'll begin to acquire the confidence,
self-discipline, decisiveness, and leadership skills
sought by employers of college graduates. And you'll
learn how you can place "Army Officer" on your
resume when you graduate.
Set a course for success this term. Register now for
an Army ROTC elective:
Military Science 101

ARMY ROTC
TW SMMTm cornet cotmsi too an TMI.

Contact Major Jell Ovenden

372-2476

151 Memorial Hall
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Wellness Center aids
students' goal-setting
by Lorl Miller
staff wrtlet
If students find themselves having a hard time
keeping their New Year's resolutions for the upcoming year, the Student Wellness Center might
be able to help.
The Wellness Challenge "is a goal-setting program that encourages individuals to set a goal for
themselves," said Karen Fisher, a wellness adviser and senior IPCO major.
People who enroll in the challenge work with
peer advisers, or mentors. They have a regular
meeting time for one hour a week to discuss and
work toward achieving their goals. Fisher said.
Most of the mentors also work outside of the
meeting time with their students.
If the goat is a physical one, the mentor will often
go to a party with them, Fisher said.
"We try to get out and take an active role in achieving the goal, rather than just talking about
it," she said.

One student enrolled in the program thinks it is
verysuccessful.
"This is the first time I really stuck to a goal,"
said Kelly McCrav, graduate student in College
Student Personnel. "Some of (these goals) I've
been talking about for some time but never did
anything about it."
One of McCray's goals is to attend the Rec
Center three times a week for two hours at a time.
"It was tough in the beginning but the program
really helped me get started," McCray said.
Even though the program lasts only eight weeks,
Fisher said she hopes to see the goals carry over to
the student's regular life style.
"This program has been really helpful in planning to continue my goals," McCray said. "I had
these (goals) in the back of my mind and (accomplished) some of them, but I never had this much
success."
Anvone interested in registering for the program
should contact the Wellness Center, Fisher said.

Tickets
D Continued from page 1.
without permission."
The only figure available from
Ohio University was from the
the last fiscal year, July 1988 to
June 1989, during which OU students paid $159,210 in parking
fines, said Barb McKinniss,
senior secretary at OU.

Despite the large amount of
money being spent on parking
fines, all Ohio college students
are paying more for parking
permits.
University students currently
pay $25 for a parking permit for
one school year. In the school
year 1988-89, students as a whole
spent about $153,000 for vehicle

• APARTMENTS
• HOUSES
• DUPLEXES
for
Summer &
Fall 1990
call or stop
in for a
complete listing

registration, Yarnell said.
KSU students pay only $15 for
a years' parking permit but
overall spend about $265,750 a
year for permits, Ristow said.
Commuter students at OU pay
$25 for a permit and on-campus
students pay $35, McKinniss
said. The total figure for parking
permits is about $160,682 she
said.
UT students spend the most
for a year's parking permit. For
three quarters a permit is $78,
Pizzulo said, and consequently,
their overall yearly figure for
1988-89 was about $880,000 he
said.
The 3,000 students who have
cars at Miami pay $30 for their
permits, Spencer said, but a
yearly figure was not available.
Individual ticket fines also
vary with each school.
University students pay $2 for
the average ticket of an expired
parking meter, Yarnell said.
KSU students pay the blanket
fine of $5 for an expired parking
meter, Ristow said.
MU, OU, and UT do not have
metered parking on campus.
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Comic Strip Collection
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One-stop grocery store |
presents high-tech fight
gets better.

by Deborah Flneblum Raub
USA Today-CIN

The one-stop super stores
want shoppers, but so do hypermarkets, food warehouses and
convenience stores. The battle
lines are drawn. The Grocery
Wars of the 1980S appear poised
to spill over into the 1990s.
For those who haven't been
drafted yet. it is only a matter of
time. It all of this militaristic
talk has shoppers worried —
they have been warned.
It's like a battle zone inside
today's super one-stop stores.
Shoppers have to fight past
aisles of fresh pizza to go,
canned artichokes and spinachwalnut salad; machines poised
to take blood-pressure readings,
automated bank cash machines,
racks of enticing baked goods,
computerized store directories,
garden furniture, dry goods.
There is a lot of temptation to
resist before they get to the milk
and eggs.
However, grocery officials
said it will get worse before it

The stores will get bigger —
the size of six football fields in
some cases — with television
sets mounted on grocery carts,
in-store child care and clerks
roller skating through endless
aisles.
"The grocery business has
been forced to go high-tech to
protect their narrow profit margins," said Eugene Fram.
professor of marketing and
management at the Rochester
(N. Y.) Institute of Technology.
Fram said it is forward-thinking companies like Wegmans in
upstate New York that are most
successful in the grocery war
zone.
"The others follow the advance patrol very quickly if they
want to stay in the competition,
he said.
There have already been casualties, stores that could not
keep fighting the high-tech fight,
Fram said.
But as in all wars, loyalty is
the key strategy — in this case,
customer loyalty.
"The whole goal is to get
someone to say, "This is my
store; they run ft for me,' " said
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354-2260

319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

SEASONS GREETINGS
FOR EVERYONE ON YOUR LIST.

Hours:
8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
8:30 AM - 5:00 PM

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN

THE
SOURCE
518 L ftWir • 86, Oka)

GEORGIA
PEACH

352-6886

TRIO
As a Marine Officer, you could be In charge of a
Madi 2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or
one of our ote|ets or helicopters And you could
dot by the time you're 23. But lakes a special
~
amnutmenl on your part We ~~^r
demand leaders at all lewis.
We each you » be one. If youre

Wed & Thur
Dec 6 - 7

a freshman or sophomore, ask about our undergraduaKoffkaaxnrnissioningpnigrarns If you're a
junior, check out our graduate programs Starting
sauries are from $20,000 to $24,000. And.,
~
1 youcancounton

Go farther., ■■*"""' ***
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Brenda McCallum, Head Librarian of the Popular Culture Library, displays "The Saunders Collection," a
collection of the late cartoonist Allen Saunders' comic artwork. "We have one student that might be focusing his master's thesis on the collection." McCallum said. The collection fills over 60 boxes In the closed
stacks on the 4th floor of Jerome Library.

HOURS: Mon - Sat:
Sunday:

352-9951

Noon 'till 2:30 AM
2 PM 'fill 2:30 AM

NO COVER 365 Days

Patrick Kiernan, vice president
of industry relations with the
Grocery Manufacturers of
America in Washington, D.C.
"What we want to remember
is that grocery stores are designed both to cater to the customers' needs and to entice
them to stay," Hickman said.
Therefore, a big factor in designing new stores is injecting
fun into the shopping experience, according to Tim Hammonds, senior vice president of
the Food Marketing Institute in
Washington.
One way this is done is by
bringing preparation areas into
view, such as showing emEloyees preparing produce or
aked goods, processing film,
even carving meat Is entertaining, he said.
The newest trend in customer
enticement just might be the
nose, Hammonds said.
"Those in-store bakeries are
very appealing," he said. "A lot
of times a store manager will
tell his bakery staff to bake
bread or cinnamon rolls, not because they're needed out just
because it smells good."
The ear is not ignored,
however, and Kiernan explained
what sound can do.
"They want to make the shopping experience enjoyable, so
more and more, store managers
are targeting the musical tastes
of their customers," he said.

J333EHST "iRodEa"
YULE CRACK UP!

CHRISTMAS
VACATION

Is**

i"3^> ^

Shows at

9:15 PM

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS

Accepting applications for pilots now.Call collect 313-973- 7070/7501.

The Advisory Committee on General Fee
Allocations is now distributing the Budget
Request Forms to those student
organizations seeking General Fee funds
for 1990-91. This form is available in
Room 305 Student Services Building. The
forms must be completed and returned to
Room 305 Student Services Building by 5
p.m. Monday, February 5,1990.
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Memories fill Shatzel Hall
Former residents reminisce about campus life 60 years ago
h,],
Tinker
nMA
by James
A. Tinker
staff writer
Silence is the only occupant of
a cold, empty Shatzel Hall. Peeling paint, cracked walls and ancient stone await the busy hum
of construction and revitalization.
Not since 1965, when Shatzel
was transformed into an academic building, has it rested.
Built at a cost of $208,000, the
hall is scheduled for a $3.6 million renovation during the next
two years. Director of Capital
Planning Robert McGeein said.
Named after J.E. Shatzel, a
Board of Trustees member from
1914 to 1924, the hall opened in
1924 and was home to 116 women
residents, according to Jerome
Library archive documents.
Esther Barr, class of 1938, had
only one complaint about life in
Shatzel Hall: using dirty cloth
napkins.

The retired
retii^ elementary teacher said the napkins were only
cleaned once a week and although the women of Shatzel had
assigned seats for dinner, they
could sit anywhere they wanted
for breakfast and lunch.
"You never knew who had
wiped their mouth on your napkin last," she said.
The hall was the second dormitory built at the University
and had an infirmary, a kitchen,
a 200-seat dining hall and rooms
for kitchen employees.
Barr, the former Esther Katterheinrich, agreed many of the
residence life regulations might
seem strict by today's standards, but said "we didn't know
any better at the time."
Freshmen women had an 8
p.m. curfew, while upperclassmen were granted another two
hours. Lights were out by 10:15
— intended to give the women a
good night's rest before the 6:30
a.m. bell.

student population
Since the .student.population
was predominantly female, the
Student Code's references were
intended for women, documents
noted.
"Students shall appear
neither in corridors nor on the
streets in gymnasium attire except under the direction of the
Physical Director," the Student
Code stated.
Attendance at public dances
was not permitted, nor was a
nighttime cruise with a male allowed, and men could only come
as far as the lobby when calling
on Shatzel residents.
Not only were Shatzel's residents women, but many had
come to the University to become teachers.
Selma Katterheinrich, Barr's
sister, lived in Shatzel in 1932
and, like her sibling, is a retired
school teacher.
"All the students I knew wanted to be teachers," she said,

adding that she knew most of
her University classmates by
name.
Most of these teachers only attended the University for two
years, because it not until the
1960s were four years of higher
education required to teach elementary school.
Martha Hoelscher, a 1940
graduate, returned to the University in 1962 after more than
twenty years of teaching.
To acquire additional training
she spent two summers in Bowling Green as a resident of Shatzel and, later, Prout Hall, she
said.
Hoelscher who had been an
off-campus student in the '30s
and '40s, said life in Shatzel was
convenient and more comfortable than the cramped quarters
in Prout.
"We really liked it there, it
was so roomy," she said.
One thing Shatzel lacked when
Katterheinrich lived there was a
radio, she said.
"We had no radio, no radio
news," she said.
A piano, however, was available for entertainment in the
lounge, but the Student Code
stated, "Only sacred, classical
and patriotic music," was to be
played on Sundays.
Although daily music selection is not a concern these days,
other University issues seem to
be timeless.
Now, as administrators and
student representatives debate

Photo/Jerome Library Archives
"Proper table etiquette was a must." 1932 University graduate Selma Katterheinrich said about dinner In Shatzel Hall. With a seating
capacity of 200. residents had live-In employees serve them their
meals after a group prayer, she said.

parking privileges, Hoelscher
pointed out parking also was
considered a problem more than
half a century ago.
The parking problem Hoelscher remembered from the '30s,
however, was men parking their
cars in the College Drive circle
located in front of the building
now known as University Hall.
Barr also remembered a
walking issue igniting the campus community.
A proposal to build a sidewalk
extending from Shatzel to the library — now McFall Center —
was ''a pretty hot issue.''
The proposal failed because
Kiple did not want the lawn's
auty destroyed, she explained.
Another recent administrative
proposal recalling old regulations and causing some controversy is the new smoking policy.
Smoking was forbidden until
1950 and then became so socially

acceptable that men were expected to carry matches at all
times, even if they were non-smokers, so they could light a lady's cigarette, according to
other archive documents.
Of course, smoking is now
only allowed in residence hall
rooms by request and not at all
in dining halls.
Alcohol went from being forbidden on campus, to being Constitutionally illegal, back to being forbidden and then eventually was sold on campus.
When Hoelscher returned to
continue her studies, however,
changes at the University were
easily observable, she said.
Shatzel normally housed men
— who affectionately1 called it
"the Hole with Soul '— enrollment had mushroomed, construction was commencing at a
feverish pace, and the control of
students was not as strict.
"They kept better tabs on us in
the old days," she said.

Monday unless the 21-member
Cabinet, which contains only
five non-Communists, is replaced before then.
Dienstbier called the new
Czech government "a step in the
right direction," but said its
composition still was not an accurate reflection of public opinion.
The parliamentary commission investigating the police violence Nov. 17 that started the nation's peaceful revolt, said

Tuesday that ousted Communist
Party chief Milos Jakes and
Miroslav Stepan, the former
Prague party boss, "bear direct
political responsibility" for the
crackdown.
It proposed that six senior
police officers be fired to prevent them influencing the investigation.

Reform
D Continued from page 1.
replace the Communistdominated one chosen Sunday.
Jiri Dienstbier, spokesman for
Havel's opposition group, Civic
Forum, said the discussions
would continue Wednesday.
Miroslav Pavel, who is head of
state television and attended the
talks, said they were "very
complicated."
Opposition groups say the
general strike will take place

Photo/Jerome Library Archives
Shatzel Hall — once a women's dormitory — as it stood in the 1920s. The scheduled renovation will cost
17 times original construction costs.

Greenbriar Inc.
We will be leasing the following locations as of
November 21st for the Fall of 1990
• Columbia Court Apartments - Additional New Buildings
East Merry Avenue Apartments - 516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542 & 560 Frazee Avenue
Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue
Ridge Manor Apartments - 519 Ridge St.

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses
224 E. Wooster St.

352-0717

Hours: M-F
Sat.

9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 2
9 a.m. - 1 p.m.^

Dienstbier said Civic Forum
endorsed the People's Party
demands.
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Wellness Center aids
students' goal-setting
by Lori Miller
staff writer
If students find themselves having a hard time
keeping their New Year's resolutions for the upcoming year, the Student Wellness Center might
be able to help.
The Wellness Challenge "is a goal-setting program that encourages individuals to set a goal for
themselves," said Karen Fisher, a wellness adviser and senior IPCO major.
People who enroll in the challenge work with
peer advisers, or mentors. They have a regular
meeting time for one hour a week to discuss and
work toward achieving their goals, Fisher said.
Most of the mentors also work outside of the
meeting time with their students.
If the goal is a physical one, the mentor will often
go to a party with them, Fisher said.
"We try to get out and take an active role in achieving the goal, rather than just talking about
it," she said.

One student enrolled in the program thinks it is
very successful.
"This is the first time I really stuck to a goal,".
said Kelly McCray, graduate student in College
Student Personnel, '^ome of (these goals) I've
been talking about for some time but never did
anything about it."
One of McCray's goals is to attend the Rec
Center three times a week for two hours at a time.
"It was tough in the beginning but the program
really helped me get started," McCray said.
Even though the program lasts only eight weeks,
Fisher said she hopes to see the goals carry over to
the student's regular life style.
"This program has been really helpful in planning to continue my goals," McCray said. "I had
these (goals) in the back of my mind and (accomplished) some of them, but I never had this much
success."
Anyone interested in registering for the program
should contact the Wellness Center, Fisher said.

Tickets
O Continued from page 1.
without permission."
The only figure available from
Ohio University was from the
the last fiscal year, July 1988 to
June 1969, during which OU students paid $159,210 in parking
fines, said Barb McKinniss,
senior secretary at OU.

Despite the large amount of
money being spent on parking
fines, all Ohio college students
are paying more for parking
permits.
University students currently
pay $25 for a parking permit for
one school year. In the school
year 1988-89, students as a whole
spent about $153,000 for vehicle
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registration, Yarnell said.
KSU students pay only $15 for
a years' parking permit but
overall spend about $265,750 a
year for permits, Ristow said.
Commuter students at OU pay
$25 for a permit and on-campus
students pay $35, McKinniss
said. The total figure for parking
permits is about $160,682 she
said.
UT students spend the most
for a year's parking permit. For
three quarters a permit is $78,
Pizzulo said, and consequently,
their overall yearly figure for
1988-89 was about $880,000 he
said.
The 3,000 students who have
cars at Miami pay $30 for their
permits, Spencer said, but a
yearly figure was not available.
Individual ticket fines also
vary with each school.
University students pay $2 for
the average ticket of an expired
parking meter, Yarnell said.
KSU students pay the blanket
fine of $5 for an expired parking
meter, Ristow said.
MU, OU, and UT do not nave
metered parking on campus.
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Comic Strip Collection

Brenda McCallum, Head Librarian of die Popular Culture Library, displays "The Saunders Collection." a
collection of the late cartoonist Allen Saunders' comic artwork. "We have one student that might be focusing his master's thesis on the collection," McCallum said. The collection fills over 60 boxes in the closed
stacks on the 4th floor of Jerome Library.

One-stop grocery store
presents high-tech fight .,
by Deborah Fineblum Raub
USA Today-CIN
The one-stop super stores
want shoppers, but so do hypermarkets, Food warehouses and
convenience stores. The battle
lines are drawn. The Grocery
Wars of the 1980s appear poised
to spill over into the 1990s.
For those who haven't been
drafted vet. it is only a matter of
time. If all of this militaristic
talk has shoppers worried —
they have been warned.
It's like a battle zone inside
today's super one-stop stores.
Shoppers have to fight past
aisles of fresh pizza to go,
canned artichokes and spinachwalnut salad; machines poised
to take blood-pressure readings,
automated bank cash machines,
racks of enticing baked goods,
computerized store directories,
garden furniture, dry goods.
There is a lot of temptation to
resist before they get to the milk
and eggs.
However, grocery officials
said it will get worse before it

gets better.
The stores will get bigger —
the size of six football fields in
some cases — with television
sets mounted on grocery carts,
in-store child care and clerks
roller skating through endless
aisles.
"The grocery business has
been forced to go high-tech to
protect their narrow profit margins," said Eugene Fram.
professor of marketing and
management at the Rochester
(N. Y.) Institute of Technology.
Fram said it is forward-thinking companies like Wegmans in
upstate New York that are most
successful in the grocery war
zone.
"The others follow the advance patrol very quickly if they
want to stay in the competition,
he said.
There have already been casualities, stores that could not
keep fighting the high-tech fight,
Fram said.
But as in all wars, loyalty is
the key strategy — in this case,
customer loyalty.
"The whole goal is to get
someone to say, "This is my
store; they run ft for me,' " said
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354-2260
319 E. Woosler
(across from Taco Bell)

SEASON'S GREETINGS
FOR EVERYONE ON YOUR UST.

Hours:
8:30 AM - 5:30 PM
8:30 AM - 5:00 PM

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
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As alMarine Officer, \ou could be In charge of a
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a freshman or sophomore, ask about our undergradualeontooarruTiissioningprograms Ifyou'rea
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352-9951

Noon 'till 2:30 AM
2 PM 'till 2:30 AM

NO COVER 365 Days

Patrick Kiernan, vice president
of industry relations with the
Grocery Manufacturers of
America in Washington, D.C.
"What we want to remember
is that grocery stores are designed both to cater to the customers' needs and to entice
them to stay," Hickman said.
Therefore, a big factor in designing new stores is injecting
fun into the shopping experience, according to Tun Hammonds, senior vice president of
the Food Marketing Institute in
Washington.
One way this is done is by
bringing preparation areas into
view, such as showing emEloyees preparing produce or
aked goods, processing film,
even carving meat is entertaining, he said.
The newest trend in customer
enticement just might be the
nose, Hammonds said.
"Those in-store bakeries are
very appealing," he said. "A lot
of times a store manager will
tell his bakery staff to bake
bread or cinnamon rolls, not because they're needed but just
because it smells good."
The ear is not ignored,
however, and Kiernan explained
what sound can do.
"They want to make the shopping experience enjoyable, so
more and more, store managers
are targeting the musical tastes
of their customers," he said.

J33SSEH5T iRaaKo"
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CHRISTMAS
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Shows at

™

9:15 PM

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATIONS

Accepting applications for pilots now.Call collect 313-973- 7070/7501.

The Advisory Committee on General Fee
Allocations is now distributing the Budget
Request Forms to those student
organizations seeking General Fee funds
for 1990-91. This form is available in
Room 305 Student Services Building. The
forms must be completed and returned to
Room 305 Student Services Building by 5
p.m. Monday, February 5,1990.
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Memories fill Shatzel Hall
Former residents reminisce about campus life 60 years ago
by James A. Tinker
staff writer

Silence is the only occupant of
a cold, empty Shatzel Hall. Peeling paint, cracked walls and ancient stone await the busy hum
of construction and revitalization.
Not since 1965, when Shatzel
was transformed into an academic building, has it rested.
Built at a cost of $208,000, the
hall is scheduled for a $3.6 million renovation during the next
two years. Director of Capital
Planning Robert McGeein said.
Named after J.E. Shatzel, a
Board of Trustees member from
1914 to 1924, the hall opened in
1924 and was home to 116 women
residents, according to Jerome
Library archive documents.
Esther Barr, class of 1938, had
only one complaint about life in
Shatzel Hall: using dirty cloth
napkins.

The retired elementary teacher said the napkins were only
cleaned once a week and although the women of Shatzel had
assigned seats for dinner, they
could sit anywhere they wanted
for breakfast and lunch.
"You never knew who had
wiped their mouth on your napkin last," she said.
The hall was the second dormitory built at the University
and had an infirmary, a kitchen,
a 200-seat dining hall and rooms
for kitchen employees.
Barr, the former Esther Katterheinrich, agreed many of the
residence life regulations might
seem strict by today's standards, but said "we didn't know
any better at the time."
Freshmen women had an 8
p.m. curfew, while upperclassmen were granted another two
hours. Lights were out by 10:15
— intended to give the women a
good night's rest before the 6:30
a.m. bell.

Since the student population
was predominantly female, the
Student Code's references were
intended for women, documents
noted.
"Students shall appear
neither in corridors nor on the
streets in gymnasium attire except under the direction of the
Physical Director," the Student
Code stated.
Attendance at public dances
was not permitted, nor was a
nighttime cruise with a male allowed, and men could only come
as far as the lobby when calling
on Shatzel residents.
Not only were Shatzel's residents women, but many had
come to the University to become teachers.
Selma Katterheinrich, Barr's
sister, lived in Shatzel in 1932
and, like her sibling, is a retired
school teacher.
"All the students I knew wanted to be teachers," she said,

adding that she knew most of
her University classmates by
name.
Most of these teachers only attended the University for two
years, because it not until the
1960s were four years of higher
education required to teach elementary school.
Martha Hoelscher, a 1940
graduate, returned to the University in 1962 after more than
twenty years of teaching.
To acquire additional training
she spent two summers in Bowling Green as a resident of Shatzel and, later, Prout Hall, she
said.
Hoelscher who had been an
off-campus student in the '30s
and '40s, said life in Shatzel was
convenient and more comfortable than the cramped quarters
in Prout.
"We really liked it there, it
was so roomy." she said.
One thing Shatzel lacked when
Katterheinrich lived there was a
radio, she said.
"We had no radio, no radio
news," she said.
A piano, however, was available for entertainment in the
lounge, but the Student Code
stated, "Only sacred, classical
and patriotic music," was to be
played on Sundays.
Although daily music selection is not a concern these days,
other University issues seem to
be timeless.
Now, as administrators and
student representatives debate

Photo/Jerome Library Archives
"Proper table etiquette was a must." 1932 University graduate Selma Katterheinrich said about dinner in Shatzel Hall. With a seating
capacity of 200, residents had live-in employees serve them their
meals after a group prayer, she said.

parking privileges, Hoelscher
pointed out parking also was
considered a problem more than
half a century ago.
The parking problem Hoelscher remembered from the '30s,
however, was men parking their
cars in the College Drive circle
located in front of the building
now known as University Hall.
Barr also remembered a
walking issue igniting the campus community.
A proposal to build a sidewalk
extending from Shatzel to the library — now McFall Center —
was "a pretty hot issue."
The proposal failed because
people did not want the lawn's
beauty destroyed, she explained.
Another recent aclrninistrative
proposal recalling old regulations and causing some controversy is the new smoking policy.
Smoking was forbidden until
1950 and then became so socially

acceptable that men were expected to carry matches at all
times, even if they were non-smokers, so they could light a lady's cigarette, according to
other archive documents.
Of course, smoking is now
only allowed in residence hall
rooms by request and not at all
in dining halls.
Alcohol went from being forbidden on campus, to being Constitutionally illegal, back to being forbidden and then eventually was sold on campus.
When Hoelscher returned to
continue her studies, however,
changes at the University were
easily observable, she said.
Shatzel normally housed men
— who affectionately1 called it
"the Hole with Soul '— enrollment had mushroomed, construction was commencing at a
feverish pace, and the control of
students was not as strict.
"They kept better tabs on us in
the old days," she said.

Monday unless the 21-member
Cabinet, which contains only
five non-Communists, is replaced before then.
Dienstbier called the new
Czech government "a step in the
right direction." but said its
composition still was not an accurate reflection of public opinion.
The parliamentary commission investigating the police violence Nov. 17 that started the nation's peaceful revolt, said

Tuesday that ousted Communist
Party chief Milos Jakes and
Miroslav Stepan, the former
Prague party boss, "bear direct
political responsibility" for the
crackdown.
It proposed that six senior
police officers be fired to prevent them influencing the investigation.

Reform
a Continued from page 1.
replace the Communistdominated one chosen Sunday.
Jiri Dienstbier, spokesman for
Havel's opposition group, Civic
Forum, said the discussions
would continue Wednesday.
Miroslav Pavel, who Is head of
state television and attended the
talks, said they were "very
complicated."
Opposition groups say the
general strike will take place

■■MB
Photo/Jerome Library Archives
Shatzel Hall — once a women's dormitory — as it stood in the 1920s. The scheduled renovation will cost
17 times original construction costs.
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Greenbriar Inc.
We will be leasing the following locations as of
November 21st for the Fall of 1990

k

•
•
•
•
•

Columbia Court Apartments - Additional New Buildings
East Merry Avenue Apartments - 516 & 522 E. Merry Avenue
Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542 & 560 Frazee Avenue
Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin, 624, 670, 656 Frazee Avenue
Ridge Manor Apartments - 519 Ridge St.

Call or Stop in for a Complete Listing of
Available Apartments & Houses
f ^ 224 E. Wooster St.

352-Q7 1 7 Hours: M-F 99 a.m.
a.m.
Sat.

Dienstbier said Civic Forum
endorsed the People's Party
demands.
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Watson making adjustment
Rutgers transfer takes liking to Falcon basketball scene
by Andy Woodard
sports writer

Steve Watson says he's felt comfortable wearing a Bowline Green
uniform all season. But he admits he felt better than ever Monday
night.
A 6-foot-9 forward, Watson transferred from Rutgers University
before last season and sat out the year under NCAA rules.
After four average but solid games, the junior scored a careerhigh 19points and made six steals and four assists
in the Falcons' 136-91 rout of Siena College at Anderson Arena.
"I felt more comfortable in the offense and I was
getting the ball. I felt good. It was a great team
effort. Everyone was scoring and having fun
—that's what it's all about," said Watson, who,
along with the rest of the Falcons, will be in Dayton today to play a 7:30 p.m. non-conference game
against 2-1 Wright State.
"It was hard Tor me after sitting out a year. That
affected my shooting," Watson said. "But I've Watson
picked up the rest of my game and now I'm finally hitting my shot.''
Before Monday's contest, Watson was shooting only 42 percent
from the field. Against the Saints, though, Watson made seven-of-ll
shots, including three-of-four three-pointers.
He keyed a Falcon offensive explosion early to force Siena head
coach Mike Deane to call three timeouts in the first 7:30 of the game.
After Siena had closed within 11-9 at the 17:06 mark of the first
half, Watson ignited a 17-5 run with nine points, four steals and an
assist.
He started the spurt with 16:53 to go when he tip-slammed in a
miss by center Ed Colbert. Following a Siena miss, Watson received
the ball in transition and drilled a three-pointer.
Watson hit another triple, this time in the set offense, lust a minute
later and the Falcons were on the way to their fourth victory in five

tries this year.
"Steve Watson dunk-tipped the ball and that gave him confidence.
You could see the three-pointers coming," Bowling Green head
coach Jim Larranaga said. "(Guards) Clinton Venable and Kirk
Whiteman were looking for him on the break."
Despite his height, Watson handles the ball well in addition to his
feathery touch from the outside.
He said if Venable and Whiteman are covered after a defensive
rebound he'll take the ball up court to start the fastbreak.
"I feel comfortable doing that. I'm not sure that coach Larranaga
feels good seeing me do it, though," said Watson, who's averaging 11
points per game.
Watson has 28 rebounds on the year — he'd like to have more.
"But it's impossible to get rebounds with Joe (Moore) in there,"
Watson said of BG's leading rebounder. "He climbs all over the
boards. He'll take a rebound out of your hands. Plus, he jumps
higher than I do."
At Rutgers. Watson had some of the individual success he's experienced thus tar at Bowling Green.
Team-wise, though, Bowling Green is the place to be. The Scarlet
Knights were 15-42 ui Watson's two years there.
However, last year, when Watson was sitting out at Bowling
Green. Rutgers won the Atlantic 10 Tournament to receive an automatic bid to the NCAA Tournament.
Is Watson disappointed that he left Rutgers?
"I feel good for the guys. I still talk to a lot of them," he said. "But
I don't regret leaving. I love Bowling Green. It's so different from
Rutgers.
"And the team, they're like a family to me. We're all so close. We
didn't have that at Rutgers."
Watson said he won't speculate about the Falcons' future or any
possibilities of a Mid-American Conference title. That's too far down
the road.
"We don't really talk about it. Coach would kill us if we did," he
said. "Right after the (Siena) game, he was talking about Wright
State."

BG News/file photo
Bowling Green's Steve Watson skies over Youngstown State's Aundra
Brown during a 97-76 win in Anderson Arena last Saturday.

Carter rumors continue
BG looks to extend Outfielder
reportedly going to Padres
win streak at WSU
The Bowling Green men's
basketball has capitalized on
the home-court advantage in
recent years.
During the last three
seasons, the Falcons have
posted an impressive 27-12 record in Anderson Arena, including a 3-0 mark to this point
in the 1988-89 season.
The cagers outdid themselves in a recent three-game
homestand, which saw the
likes of Defiance, Youngstown
State, and Siena fall in defeat
by an average margin of 28.6
points per game.
The Falcons raised their record to 4-1 during the stretch.
But, the scenario changes
tonight when the Falcons travel to Wright State's Physical
Education Building (2,750) for
a 7:30 contest with the
Raiders.
Throughout the past three
seasons, the unfamiliar con-

fines have not been friendly for
BG, winning just six times in
its last 31 tries on the opponent's home floor.
The task doesn't get any easier tonight as the Raiders return home after posting a second-place finish in the St.
John's University Joe Lapchick Tournament.
WSU, 2-1 overall, was the
surprise of the tournament as
it upset South Alabama. 96-82,
in the opening round. The
Raiders then fell to the host
Redmen, 76-56, in the championship game.
Freshman Bill Edwards has
made a sudden impact as he
leads the squad in scoring,
averaging 12.3 points per
Eame. Junior forward Dave
iinn (11 ppg) follows Edwards
in scoring, and is the top rebounder, averaging 6.7 per
game.
Another newcomer in

freshman Jeff Unverfeth is
averaging 10 ppg in a reserve
role.
The Falcons enter their third
road game of the year with
plenty of momentum. The Falcons set four school records in
a 136-91 victory against Siena
Monday night.
The records included most
points in half (71), points in a
game (136), three-point field
goals made (17), and threepoint field goals attempted
(26). Like the Raiders, BG is
led by a newcomer. Junior college transfer Clinton Venable
is averaging 21.6 ppg, while
providing a major spark for
the Falcons' offense.
Joe Moore is providing a fair
share of punch offensively as
well. The Junior forward is
averaging 14.4 points, while
anchoring the boards with a 8.8
rpg average.

ATTENTION INTERESTED GRADUATE STUDENTS:
BEGINNING IN OCTOBER. THE GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE WILL HOLD
ELECTIONS FOR REPRESENTATIVE-AT-LARGE POSITIONS. THERE ARE
FOUR POSITIONS TO BE FILLED. WHY SHOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN
THE POSITION?
- THE REP-AT-LARGE IS AN INVALUABLE SERVICE TO GRADUATE
STUDENTS FROM THE STANDPOINT THAT YOU WILL REPRESENT THE .
GRADUATE STUDENT POPULATION AS A WHOLE - CONCERNING ISSUES
THAT EFFECT ALL OF US. THUS, YOU WOULD BE OUR
"ROVING-REPRESENTATIVE'' AT VARIOUS UNIVERSITY-WIDE FORUMS.
SELECT COMMITTEE MEETINGS. AND HOPEFULLY OUR VOICE IN THE
COMMUNITY OF BOWLING GREEN.
- THE REP-AT-LARGE POSITION CAN INVOLVE "EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
MEMBER STATUS'- - MEANING. YOU CAN HAVE DIRECT INPUT AND ACCESS TO THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
- AS A REP-AT-LARGE. YOU WILL ALSO HAVE VOTING PRIVILEGES ON
ALL AGENDA ACTED UPON DURING GSS SESSIONS.
IF YOU ARE AT ALL INTERESTED IN THIS POSITION. PLEASE FEEL
FREE TO CALL FOR DETAILS AT 372-2426. 9-5 PM, TU OR W. WE ASK
THAT YOU NOTIFY US OF YOUR INTENT. THANKS, AND GOOD LUCK
DURING THE 89/90 SCHOOL YEARI

YOUR GSS OFFICERS

NASHVILLE, Term. (AP) — Cleveland's Joe
Carter moved closer to the San Diego Padres,
while other teams got on the go Tuesday as rumors
began to turn into reality at baseball's winter
meetings.
"I know San Diego is a great place to play. You
couldn't go wrong there, Carter said from his
home in Kansas. "It's definitely true that something finally seems ready to happen."
Free agents Oil Can Boyd and Bill Gullickson
appeared headed for new homes, and Hubie
Brooks, Pete O'Brien, Storm Davis and Craig Lefferts went looking.
Philadelphia, which traded away All-Stars Juan
Samuel and Steve Bedrosian in midseason,
thought about sending Von Hayes to Los Angeles
and also considered a deal with the Padres.
Only one shopping day was left before the end of
the meetings, but teams often stay past the official
close in an effort to finish business. So it appeared
again as big names, as usual, began popping up.
The biggest so far is Carter, one of baseball's
heaviest hitters.
Cleveland and San Diego reached agreement
late Monday night on a deal to send Carter to the
Padres, provided they can sign him to a new contract. The conditional deal must be completed by
Wednesday or it is automatically off, although the
teams can agree to extend the deadline.
The Indians would receive highly rated catching
prospect Sandy Alomar Jr. and others, possibly
Chris James and talented minor leaguer Carlos
Baerga. The clubs said Tuesday they had agreed
on a pool of players to pick a package, and Cleveland gave the Padres permission to negotiate with
Carter.

Jim Turner, Carter's agent, said he met with
Padres manager and vice president Jack McKeon
for one-and-a-half hours Tuesday morning, "and
we'll meet again in the afternoon. Never did
money enter our first conversation. There were
other areas we wanted to discuss, and San Diego
answered them positively. We will talk about financial terms later in the day."
It will likely take a multiyear contract at $3 million per season for San Diego to sign Carter. The
Padres, however, went into the deal knowing they
would need a lot of money and are almost sure to
spend it.
"If we get a chance to sit down and negotiate,
we'll be done without too much delay," McKeon
predicted. "There's enough time to get it done."
New Cleveland manager John McNamara also
seemed to think the deal could get done.
"I think we have gotten over the major hurdles,"
he said.
Carter, 29, hit 35 home runs with 105 RBIs and
batted .243 last season. He has averaged 31 homers
and 108 RBIs in his last four years.
Several teams, including Kansas City, Boston,
California and St. Louis, came to the winter meetings hoping to get Carter, who is eligible for free
agency after the 1990 season.
"All of the teams that were mentioned are contenders, and that's important," Carter said. "I'd
rather be with a team like that, rather than one
that is rebuilding.''
Carter already has done some house shopping in
the San Diego area, one of the most popular places
for players to live.
"I know it's nice there," he said. "And I know
the Padres have a good team."

Wyche nears record
CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati Bengals coach Sam Wyche's 50 career victories rank
him second to Bengals general
manager and founder Paul
Brown on the team's all-time
coaches' victory list.

Wyche, 44, posted his 50th
National Football League coaching victory —all with Cincinnati
— when the Bengals defeated
the Browns 21-0 Sunday in Cleveland. He said he was unaware of
the numerical achievement.

COMPUTER SOFTWARE SALES
Rapidly expanding computer software
development company seeks self-motivated,
technically skilled inside sales representatives on
a full-time or part-time basis. The qualified
individual will have knowledge of dBASE and
related products as well as the ability to work in a
highly telephone intensive environment handling
incoming sales orders. We offer an exciting
opportunity, competitive salary, bonuses and full
benefits.
Qualified individuals should contact Janet Hurtt,
Personnel Manager at Fox Software, 134 West
South Boundary, Perrysburg, OH 43551,
419/874-0162

"Since I'm hearing it for the
first time, I'm not sure how
much that means," Wyche said.
Wyche, whose NFL career
mark is 50-45, could surpass
Brown, 55-59-1, as the winningest coach in Bengals history
this season. Wyche, who reports
to Brown, is in the first year of
his second five-year coaching
contract with the Bengals.

Resume Package
Only $14.98
| Present coupon lor a one page typeset
| resume and disk with stored resume.
■One coupon per person. Valid through
112/15/89.

the copy center
Open 7 Days
354-3977

113 Railroad Street
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Cincy's Davis seeks Newsome sets example
Browns' silent leader lets play do talking
long-term contract
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Cincinnati Reds will
have to decide if they want to pay "top-notch"
money to keep star outfielder-slugger Eric Davis,
his agent says.
The agent, Eric Goldschmidt, met Sunday with
Reds general manager Bob Quinn at a baseball
executives' meeting in Nashville, Tenn., to discuss
a contract proposal for Davis.
The outfielder is under contract to Cincinnati for
only the 1990 season. He wants a long-term contract, and Quinn said the Reds would consider
that.
Pitcher Mark Langston just signed a five-year,
$16 million contract with the California Angels.
Goldschmidt declined to reveal Davis' contract
demand, but said it is in the same general range.
The two sides are to talk again in January,
Goldschmidt said.
He said he wants the issue resolved by Feb. 1. He
described his initial meeting with Quinn as positive.
"I walked into the meeting, and I didn't know

BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Ozzie
Newsome thinks that leading
by example is the best way for
him to lend encouragement to
his teammates on the struggling Cleveland Browns.
"Verbally, there will be encouragement from everybody,
including the coaches. What
I've got to do is work hard,
show them I haven't quit, and
encourage them to not quit
also," the veteran tight end
said as the Browns prepared
for their game Sunday In Indianapolis against the Colts.
"Hard work is a cure-all. Not
that we haven't worked hard,
but we have to work harder to
eliminate mistakes," Newsome said.
Cleveland, 7-5-1 with two
defeats and a tie in its last
three games, trails the Houston Oilers by one-half game in
the AFC's Central Division.
The Browns would be assured of the division title by
winning their last three
Sames, since they play the
ilers in Houston to close the
regular season on Dec. 23.
"After what we've been
through for 13 weeks, there's

what they wanted to do," Goldschmidt said. "I
didn't know if they want to trade him, sign him to a
one-year deal or talk long-term. He (Quinn) came
right to the point and said they definitely want to
talk about a long-term contract.
"It's fairly simple. They have to decide in their
own mind whether or not they want to pay Eric
market value and keep him with the Reds,"
Goldschmidt said. "He's a top-notch player, and
we're asking for top-notch money. I consider him
the best all-around player in the game."
Davis, 27, batted .281 last season with 34 home
runs, 101 runs batted in and 21 stolen bases.
Davis also wants to see the Reds commit to upgrading their roster, including adding an RBI man
to protect him in the batting order, Goldschmidt
said.
"Eric's going to give Cincinnati a golden opportunity to sign him, Goldschmidt said. "We think
seven weeks is enough time to get a deal put
together. Eric's comfortable in Cincinnati, but he
wants to see the team move in the right direction."

Life on road unkind
AFC East squads falter in unfriendly confines
Traditionally, you try out a
show on the road. For the contenders in the AFC East,
however, that would mean a colossal flop.
Buffalo, leading the division,
lost its fourth straight game
away from home Monday night,
17-16 at Seattle.
This did not have any great
impact on the race, though, because the two teams pursuing
the Bills also came up short in
road games Sunday. Miami lost
at Kansas City, 26-21, and Indianapolis was defeated at New
England, 22-16.
In at least two of the cases, the
results were entirely predictable.
Buffalo is 2-4 on the road and
hasn't won away from home
since the third week of the
season. Indianapolis has lost
five of seven roaa games.

"I feel we've got to win the
last three games," Dolphins
coach Don Shula said. "We've
got to start winning, keep winning and not worry about other
teams."

and then finishes at home
against Kansas City. Indianapolis winds up the season in New
Orleans.
The Bills went into Seattle
with visions of catching 10-3
Denver for the best record in the
AFC, and the right to stay in the
friendly confines of Buffalo
throughout the playoffs.

The NFL schedulemaker, in
an act of compassion, returned
all three AFC East clubs to their
home bases for next Sunday's
6ames. The Bills entertain New
rleans, New England is at
Miami and Cleveland at Indianapolis.

But that idea evaporated when
Dave Krieg hooked up with John
L. Williams on a 51-yard touchdown pass for the winning
touchdown with 5:38 left to play,
prolonging Buffalo's woes on the
road and Keeping the Bills two
back of the Broncos in the best
record chase.

After that, Buffalo hits the
road again, playing at San
Francisco and then meeting the
Jets at New York in the final two
weeks. Miami is at Indianapolis

still an opportunity to achieve
our first goal, to win the division," Newsome said.
"We're trying to think that
things can't get worse, so
hopefully they'll get better.
We're going to try to circle the
wagons."
The slumping Cleveland
offense has scored just 20
points in the last three games,
the lowest three-game total in
the 44-year history of the franchise.
"We're lacking some things
on offense right now, including
execution. The leadership is
there, but we're not getting all
11 players to do the right thing
on many of the plays," Newsome said.
"On most plays, any one
player will make a mistake, so
there's a lack of continuity.
But I feel we're one good
touchdown drive away from
getting our confidence back."
Struggling quarterback
Bernie Kosar hasn't thrown a
touchdown pass in the last 14
quarters, and Newsome believes it's important for him to
support Kosar.
Bernie and I have a re-

lationship in which we talk
about the offensive schemes,
and the attitude of the team.
We do that all the time. We do
that during the good times, and
it's not anything now that we
haven't done for years," Newsome said.
"Whether Bernie and I have
all the answers, I don't know.
The one thing that him and I
know we needto do is to get our
jobs done."
Newsome has caught 24
passes for 262 yards and one
touchdown this season. He has
634 receptions in his 12 years
with Cleveland, making him
the fifth leading pass catcher
in NFL history.
Newsome, 33, considered retirement last spring before deciding to play again. He intends to stick with the decision
that this season is his last one.
"Right now, I have no plans
to play in 1990, other than in
the playoffs following this
season,' Newsome said.
"Coaches that I know on the
other teams continue to ask me
about it, and I tell them that at
this point I have no plans to
continue to play."

Brown receives award

NEW YORK (AP) — Paul Brown, founder of the
NFL's Cincinnati Bengals and Cleveland Browns
and former Ohio State football coach, was recognized Tuesday by the National Football Foundation for his contributions to the sport.
Brown, 81, became the 32nd recipient of the
foundation's Gold Medal award, given to honor
those who have made contributions to college football and American citizenship. His award was conferred Tuesday night at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel.
Past recipients include former presidents Herbert Hoover, Dwight Eisenhower, John Kennedy.

Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford and Ronald Reagan;
Gen. Douglas McArthur, former Supreme Court
Justice Byron White and college football coach
Amos Alonzo Stage.
He was Ohio State's head coach from 1941
through 1943, departing to enlist in the Navy. He
had previously compiled an 80-8-2 record in nine
seasons of coaching at his Ohio alma mater, Massillon High School.
He founded Cleveland's Browns in 1946. His
Bengals started play in 1968 and have been in the
Super Bowl twice.

The Bills did have the good
sense, however, to beat Miami
on the road in the season's
opener, and that loss at home
has the Dolphins in what could
be a futile race for their first trip
to the playoffs since 1985.
Buffalo's 8-5 record is a game
better in the standings than
Miami's 7-6. But the sweep of the
season's series gives the Bills
the tie-break edge. So even
though the Dolphins have the
best road record of the three
AFC East contenders at 4-3,
Miami is facing an uphill struggle to catch the Bills, also
equipped with the best conference record of the three. The
same is true of the Colts, two
games behind with just three to
play.
That leaves the wild card
route, but two straight losses by
the Dolphins — at home to Pittsburgh two weeks ago and then
Sunday at Kansas City — have
imperiled that as well. Cleveland (7-5-1) and the Los Angeles
Raiders (7-6 but with a better
conference record than Miami)
have the wild card edge on the
Dolphins.

Bowling Green State University
ETHNICITY & CREATIVE WRITING : WRITER'S FORUM
Readings of Excerpts From Original Manuscripts
Wednesday, December 6, 1989
The Amani (N.E. Commons)
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PART PNE (7:00 PM)

$309

»* K»G*OUPS(lD««mom>!0%fO*FUU
ADVANCE PAYMENT. PIUS SPfClAl DATES FOR SfCOND TIME
JAMMERS FQATfPNITfS SOOORftS. CLUBS AND
ORGAMZATONS

"Locked Doors"
"Change of Fate"
"A Two Dog Night"
"The Impossible Dream"
"A Call For Help"
"Whispers in the Room"

SHELLY PARKS
TOM ADDIE
ALANEL SPOFFORD
ERIC MARTIN
AMY BARTHOLOMEW
BRIGETTE SIMMS

(10 Minute Intermission)

PART TWO (8:15)
|
j

"Ellaweed"
"One Special Event"
"The Busy Body"
"Ignorance is Bliss"
"Because of Someone Dear"
"Zola"

NAOMI BROWN
RICK WATTERS
JON MANNING
SHANNON WALKER
AMY HILL
IMELDA HUNT
Forum Coordinator

„

THE BG NEWS

Classifieds

12 lONm December 6,19S9

CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS
EXAM SPECIAL
S23 95 par right
Beat Western Falcon Motel
Study I ream m the privacy
of your own room
Dec 3-7 t Dec 12-14
Early ck me late ck out
Continental breakfast t tree coffee
Reeervatione 352-4674 CK -m
Students muat ahow vaad BGSU ID
Not veto for temty. friends or
other non- students

• 'The Young Executive Club* ■
Every WWnildw Night
7 30room1128A
Open 10 an ma)ora! Fr-Srll
Atontton Al Education Majors
ACE Maetjng
Thurs Dec. 7. 7pm 218 Education
SpMKara on MEP and AIM
BOOrcklKX-MASOmarnantSala
Whan: Dae 4-8 (M-F|/Tlme:e-4:00
Where: Ed Bkjg/Prices: 75 $8 00

Flannel Boxer Shorts are m
Wa tmvt a selection ol four afferent
plaids to choose from
TO. a Campus Comer 900 E Wooetet
362-3386
FL0W0A, WHO NEEDS ITT
OO JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
MARCH 18-2 6TH
Camping: SlOS-lulury VMSKSSSI
Special Ratee for Qroupe (4 or more)
DISCOUNTSraSCOONTS/DISCOUNTS
CALL: 38HOUR - SSS-S6S7

BGSU SKI CLUB
Mandatory Creeled Buttle! You musl attandl
krformatlon arm Da given out discussing lha
agenda lor lha "arlM baaat" trip. Condo eealgnmants alaol
7:10 Wadnaaday 070 Overman

Wednesdays Is Lady's Night at Slammara
AIJi.ce drinks a Schnapps on special
Coma dance on our new dance floor

EXAM CRAM
Ground level Moeeley HM
6 PM Sunday 6 PM Friday
FINALS WEEK REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED
Sponsored by Commuter Oft Campue Organization

t Am you a graduating Senior with a 3.5 and
a member of Alpha Lambda Delta Freshman
Honor Society? N you era considering gradu■is school lor the 1»eo-8l academic year and
need scholarship aeelslance. please contact
372-2417 lor Inlormatlon regarding available
lellowshtop money. Apply today • applications due on January IS. 1H0.

Learn with a Limey!
Study at the University of East Angla In Norwich. England Info sessions Oac 6. Jan 10.
17, 411 South Hal. 7 30 PM or eel Ml Programs 372-2247
Application deadline Jan t B Earn 15 BO credit
hours

" Attention aM you party ammale'
If you missed the meetjng about the Spring
Break trip lo the Bahamas you can sis) signup
Cal Kim 353-9458 Hurry ma apota are going
teat'

SALES CLUB
CHRISTMAS PARTY
Where: Caaaldy's
When 8 30 Wed Dec 6
WhoAIPd Members. Guests $2 00
Why. Because we're going national*
PI Sigma Epeaon
P.S.E.

" Rick and JetflJoe too')''
•EUCHRE REMATCH'
The women of your raft cordiaty Invite you to a
night of euchre, drinking, and country music.
The lime wM be announced at a later date aa to
comply with the schedules ot al thoee Involved.
Please correspond aa aeon as poaeaHo II you
are wiling lo participate In this festive event. We
are looking forward to gathering with you fine
gentlemen again
Sincerely.
Bruce'a harem

UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS
Don't forget our Una! meeting of the eemester
tonight-9 00 PM Board Room of the Alumni
Center Drees up for the pictures' See you
there'

•ALPHA SIGMA PHI'
Happy Founder's Day
December 8.1845
• ALPHA SIGMA PHI'

LOST & FOUND
FOUND Apartment keys behind Howards
Thursday night To Claim Cal 352-1535

•ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Happy Founder's Day
December 6. 1845
• Alpha Sigma Phi •

FOUND: SET OF CAR KEYS BEHIND HOWARDS THURSDAY NIGHT TO CLAIM CALL
352-1535

•ALPHA SIGMA PHP
Happy Founder's Day
December 6. 1845
• ALPHA SIGMAPH'

SERVICES OFFERED

•CAMPUS POLLYEYES"
Uve entertainment. 10PM with
That year's tad TONIGHT'

A TO Z DATA CENTER ■ 352 5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Express. Typing. Resumes. FAX. Copies

Free adorable Female Puppy lo go to loving
pereon. If Interested csll klm, Missy, Karen,
elU4-80K.
FREE gas, electricity, and heel for e non-smoking rrva» to sublease a house spt onLeroyAve
NoxtloFtazoo Cal Kevin 384-31 SO
Hannukah Party
Sponsored by the Jewish Students Group
Friday DacS
7:00 PM
2nd Floor Student Senrtcee Bkkj
Bring a gift-gel a gifllApprox S5|
Open lo el
Coma see what it ssn about1
Helpi I Have 3 Choicee Find a roommale, SuOieaaa 1 -2 People. Eviction 1140 each plus u
tatlee Cal traci 353 8182
If you have questions about homoeexualty. you
can cat the Gay/Lesbian Inlormatlon Une at
352-LAGA from 7-10 PM Mondays. Wedneedays, and Fridaya
If you have questions about homoaexuaMy, you
can cal the Gey Losbisn Information Une at
352-LAGA from 7-10 PM Mondays. Wednesday, and Fridays.
tNTRAMURALS GET READY FOR SPRING!
ENTRIES DUE M INDPT ICE HOCKEY - JAN
11: M BASKETBALL - JAN 18: W. C BASKETBALL-JAN 17
J.P., Chris, Rick, Kevin, Tony, Dave, Jamie,
and Jen
Hey guys have you lost that lovtn' feeing? Any
more quesnonsTW 1. 2. 3, DtPt! Hay
Chris. ..CHEEZ! Reunion oomng soon?? Next
time with 2 or more voeeySALLSI
Love, Your Chi O Loveahaque datea
Lynn. Amy. Allle, Cindy. Mlndy, Deem,
Ranee, and Jane
JacCampbel
Dual wanted to thank you Tec.
Oh.lmeanJac.
I had so much fun. I know its stsct.
Mlcnelob Dry, the pre-party. 4 "chew".
Al helped wind down the year with you
The definition ol crush you now know.
'Cause wtth an Alpha Gam there s no other way
to go!
I reefy don't have anything else to rhyme.
But I realy hope there's s next lime
Love. Donna

Thank you formaklng the lest 3 yeara with you
so apecial We have so many great memories
together-end so many more to make. Happy
Anntversaryl I Leva You'
Glenn
My deereat Bob. Happy 20th BVtndeyl Even
though I won I see you much today.
In my heart you'll always etsyl
I Love You'
National/Regional article on campus
rape/date-rape
Interviews complete confloentiaHly If you have been a victim S would sks
to help others pleaee cal 353 421 a ASAP
PERFUME al Wholesale' Why Pay Moral?
Miner Women Seneatronalpncee'Great for
CHRISTMAS' or yourself Cal now! 353 9931
or 364-0136.
'
Phi Kappa Tea Is
taking the csmpus by storm
Rash PM Kappa Tau thla etwtng
POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
W8GU88 1 MON-FRI8-10P M
POWER 88
STACY YETTER
Ypu have made my UFE complete and Fulraed
my every dream1 you are the best girl a guy
could ever havell LOVE YOU!
PAVE
Starting spring semester with a finance!
crunch? For being with elderly woman nights
and weekends s lemsle student can have own
nice apatSriaiil and money parka. Junior.
Senior status preferred Cal 353 9753
Study In England
Study at the University of East Angle In Norwich. England Into sessions Dec 6, S Jan 10,
17:411 South Hal, 7:30 PM or CM Ml Programa 2-2247
Appscation OeadSne Jan 1S
Earn 15 BG Credit hours
UAA would Ike to thenk the UNIVERSITY AMBASSADORS who helped stuff and deliver the
liners week Survival Kits on Saturday We al
appreciated your time and effort'
WANT TO BUY A HOODED BAJA
HOW ABOUT A BLANKET OR BELT?
NOW YOU DONT HAVE TO GO ALL THE WAY
TO MEXICO JUST CALL STEVE ATTIJUANA
IMPORTS. 1544611.
WHEN IS A GRAPE
A
LETHAL WEAPON?
WHEN IS A GRAPE
A
LETHAL WEAPON?

WANTED
• FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED •
Spring go NEW COLUMBIA COURTS
Fun Guaranteed1 352-1401

JAMMIN' IN JAMAICA
Need a caring response
to your pregnancy conoema?
Can BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at 354-HOPE
For Wo on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportive aervlcoa

1/2THESS2xTHEFUN
18 and over Dance Party
Tonight al Stammers
Under 21 $2 00 cover
21 a Ever always dee

CALL 35 J-TOUR - 35 J-SM7
JAMMM' IN JAMAICA
We don't sel you a ticket and forget you.

Typing
SI 35 per page
354-0371

PERSONALS

Alpha Gamma Delta 'Wendy Anderson'
Thanks for the wonderful lime Satruday night
Hope we can do more together in the future
Your the beet1
Your wealed dale. Eric

IBM PC FAIR
Last Day la Today
Education Bunding Lobby
10-5

Alpha Phi Mary Beth Alpha Phi
Thanks for all you've dona for uall We love
youll
I9S9 Pledgee
AOTT
CLASSIC

IBM PC FAIR
LASTDAYISTOOAY
Education Building Lobby
10-5

AOTT
CLASSIC
AXO * PLEDGES • AXO
You're doing awesome! We can't wall unN
Weoneaoay.
•reaophyte Night'
Love. Your MatS

• ALPHA SIGMA PHI •
Happy Founder's Day
Decembera. 1845
'ALPHA SIGMA PHI'

Be an early had! Plan your Spring Break vacation before Dec 15 and receive a apecial discount! Guaranteed lowest prices to the Bahamas. Cancun. and more! For more Informetton
contact Brenda at 372-1892

DELTA TAU DELTA * DELTA TAU DELTA
NORM BARTONY
Happy 21 at Birthday
im so gled you finally made It'
Be ready to party this weekend!
I love you. Kelly
East Merry Apt open for one female roommele.Spring 1990 cal Karen. 354-8010
AILmtftssPaid No Deposit
Every Mon-Fn 8 10PM
WBGUM1FM
The beat m R S B Rap and Dance MueK
m Northweal Ohio
POWER H

Ho! Ho!
HO,I

Needed One female roommate for Spring go
Cal 354-6833
One female roommale needed to share a house
very close to campus Own room. Rent la
S126/mo pkjs utlatfee and gas heet. Aval, vnmedietety cal or leave a measage et
352 2744 Ask (Ol Amy
One Female roommate lor Spring OO to share
spartment w/ two gals $133 33/ month plus
utettss Very doee lo campus Call 353-7891.
ONE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
Nice, furnished apt close locampua
CM 364-7623

1 bdrm. urrfurnlehed upstairs apt.
Downtown - $285/mo. - NO PETS

Returning male grad student needs a place to
Ive Spring Semester CM Tim at (419)
272 2566
Rmte. Needed lor Spring of '90 Own room.
Rent la $200'mo Psja gas, alec. A Phone.
353-3050
Roommate needed to share 2-beoroom apt.
155 month plus uftoe CM 363-3676.
WANTED
2 people needed to sublease 2 person apartment/clcee to campue Low rent PLEASE
CALL 352 4362
Wsntsd 1 Male roommate. Cheap Rent.
1 Block From Campua. Move In now.
All Utilities pd. e.cepl elec. 354-I538.
Wanted 1. 2. or 3 people to sublease house for
spring and/or summer semester Closest
house to campus Located at Thuratin S E.
Marry. Vary inexpensive CM Jim or Scott
354 6466
Wsnled one non-smoking male roommete to
eubleoaa one half of apartment for Spring '90
semester. Close to campua CM Steve or Pat
353-8431 Leave message
Wanted:
1 female, non smoking lo share with 2 others
for Spring Sem Very Nice 148/mth plus electric 1-502-7403 cosset or 353-3288
Wanted: 1 roommsletfemale. non-smoking)
To sublease duplex apt. for Spring 1SS0.
Rent only $1 so/mo plus gas only. 'Own
room! Call 383-3517 after S or JSS-SS19

Kappa Karen
You survived DUO. I survived AVALANCHE. I
ask you. why were date parties Invented?? "Get
■ OH"
Phi

1 mass needed to eunlaia Csmpus Manor apt.
Close to campus. Furnished $160/mon. Cal
BH 372 3442 or Bryan 354 7039

Pricker's Restaurant now hiring M posltons
Apply at 27300 Helen Drive Exit 103 S Rt 20.
Behind SOHIO PeirysPurg

1 or 2 lemale subleases wanted for Spring semeeter $160/mo close to campus, new carpet, own bathroom PLEASE CALL 354-4107

King Richfotherwise know as Richy Rec. Sanls
aaue. and Data Party Stud)
Thanks lor such a wonderful time at the SRC
Data Party1 You're a great data and an even
better friend See ya m CoUnbual
Love. Kety

Accounting 221 students I'm In section
»20022(MWF 2:30) Anyone In section
'20018 or 20019 S wants lo trade with me
Cal Jen 372-3435
^^^

Help Wanted: Start Spring semeeter lemale
student to accept 1 parson spartment and additional parka aa a payment tor being with an elderly woman rxgftta and weekends Junior.
senior status preferred CM 363-9763 for appointment

Female needed to sublease Spring 90 Brand
Now Apt Cal Tern 353-5656

Loft Rental $45
Solas $45 Refrigerators $30
Cal Space Savers Inc.
363-5476
Loft Rental $45
Sofas $46 Refrigerators $30
Cal Space Severs me.
362-5476
Loft Rental $45
Solos $45 Refrigerator $30
CM Space Saver* Inc
359-6475
Loft Rental 445
Sofas Refrigerator $30
Cal Space Severs Inc

362-5475
Loll Rental $45
Solos $45 Refrigerator $30
Cal Space Severs Inc
352-5475
ME R6.
Just wanted to say THANKS lor Saturday reght!
I couldn't have had a better lime'
Thanks.
Murph

Female needed to subtoaso apt. Spring 90
167/mo Own room, very dose to campue
Can move m Poet 5 CM Maryellen 353 7437
Female rmte to subfoees own room. Fum. apt.
doee to campus. $165mo
Cal Janet.
353 7492
^^^^
HELPI We're graduating!
Clean furnished. 2 bdtm. apt, acroes from campue-neede subleases for Spring 1990. Cal
3539563
MALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE APT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS PLUS REC. VERY NICE CALL
ROOAT»H-6488
Mere lo sublease furnished apartment very
dose to campue cal 364-6612.
Need 1 female roommale for apring I9g0
Ctoea lo campus. Greet people to he wtth.
Rent$143/mo Can 353-8038 lor more Mo
Needed lorn rml Spring 1990 $137 SO mo
plus uH NEW APT [unvaried 843 Sixth SI
364-7038
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
MALE lo sublease dean furnished Apt for
Spring 90. Close to campus 135/month plus
utl Cel Ken, Scott, or Joe 354-8419
I one Female to sublease an E. Merry
Apt. wtth 2 other gala can move exam
week needed lo sublease by 12/8 NodapoaIt Calslter 5pm and ask lor Juke 353 8432

by Fred Wright

MAT WAS
THAT FOR?

WHERE'S THE VCR
AND NlNTBfJPO
YOU fRoMMEP
ME LAiT YEAR
BUPP/II!

Lining up a job lor next semester?
Casey's Is s better piece lo work Apply 2 4
1025 N Man or cal 352-9113
Poelttona anaSahJe for cocktM servers, waiters,
waitresses a kitchen personnel. Apptyat Chi
Chi's 1566 S Reynolds Rd or cal 893-7017
between 2-4pm
Toledo's only Fundrinkery, Henry J'a la currently hiring energetic outgoing people who BXe to
have fun while they work. Now is the good time
to make extra $ for Christmas. Flexible scheduling and car pods avaSabki Apply m person al
Henry J'a After 8:00pm Wed-Sun.
Toledo's only fundrinkery. Henry J'a la currently
hiring energetic, outgoing people, who she to
have fun whas they work. Now Is the good time
to make extra $ lor Christmas. Flexible scheduling and car pods avaSable Apply in person si
Henry J'a after 8 OOp m Wed-Sun.
Work 16 hours per weekend. Our company la
seeking employees to perform unekaed Ugh!
production work. Current openings for a new
weekend shift-7 11I hours on Saturday and 7
1/2 hours on Sunday. Plant location ■ only 2
blocks from BGSU campue The rate of wage is
$3.35 per hour, ff Interested in thla weekend
shift, or If you can work at least 15 hours Monday thru Friday, CM the office at 354-2844 or
pick up an application at Advanced Specialty
Products. Inc 428 Clough Street. Bowtng
Green, Ohio.
XmasHek)
10Enthuse»t!c individual needed ot meke extra
money during the Christmas rush Part Time
houra IS time pay Cash pskf dally first coma
Bret serve All of BG welcomed M 352-3888

FOR SALE
1 g85 Olds Cutlass Cakes Gorgeous, loaded,
relabie warranty Below book.
MSUJ Tyson photos,mixer, tumlsbte more ..
Questions? cM John 372-8170 attar 0 S
wsslujnrja
2 beautiful pendants-"m" wtth over 60 dav
monda and md. w/dvjrnpagna glaeseeldamonds) and "Toast to ue" Each appraaed at
$2600 Asking $1200 or offer each Private
earner. View M Da Jewters across form B.
Frankkn You can design e ring from either
1086 Olds Cutlass Calais Gorgeous, loaded.
relabie warranty Below book.
Mlks
Tyaon
phoIce/mlxer/turntable/more Questions? CM
John 372-8170 etler S end wkenda
Alpha Romeo Convertible
1073 CtaeeK. British Racing
Green Open to off era

CM 1 385-6512
For sale: Technics SA-2S0 Receiver. SO wefts
pk, IS elation tuning, lutty digital, looks S
sounds greet. 1 yr. eM Paid 1180.00 new, arffi
sell for 1120. call 2-17JS

i*JjJiif-n'

3630086

One or Two roommates needed to share House
on Ridge Street lor Spring Semester, and each
with own room aiialahla CHEAP RENT - under
$130.00 a month. Close To campue and Main
street Please Contact Robin at 353 3347

1 lemale rnommate needed to lublsaai apt, for
Spring semester Close to campue Cal
353-3090

Efficiency for Sublease 1-2 persona free
hoot Cal 354-8332 AvaSable Dec 20

Eftxc For Rent $270 mo
All utiktiee Pd
On woosler screes street from South HM

•••FREE RENT'"
tor the first month if you sublease my Frazee
Ave apt for Spring. Prefer a non smoking male
Rent le 137 50/mo CM353 7gg4

CRUISE SHIPS Now hiring M positions Both
skeed and unskBed. For information CM (815)
770-5507 Ext

Loft Rental S45
Sofas $45 Refrigerator $30
Cal Space Severe Inc.

CAMPUS SHUTTLE
Free to resident! of
WINTHROP TERRACE
Along with
Three greel locations
Free heel & weter
24 hour maintenance
Laundromat
1 S 2 bedroom apartments
182ful bathe
SPRINO SEMESTER LEASES
3521135

One or Two roommstes needed to sublease
for Spring Semester. 5th St. Duplex. Own
ream flreplscs SISOfmonth Call tcott at
352-0011 or 353-V564

HELP WANTED

Cleaning person needed several hrs. per wk
must lenetnmaeorlatlon Cal 362-7012

FOR RENT

352-8052

t lemale needed to subteaee lor Spring Semes
tar new house, own room furnished. Very
close to campus' $175/mo aval. Dec 15'
Please cal 354-1373 and leave measage

Loft Rene* $46
Sofas S45 Refrigerator $30
Cal Space Savers me
352-8476

"BEVERAGE AIR" TannlBca Inc Ind'a (Spec
NSF STDMFor etorage and/or display of prepackaged or bottled products only) 353-3346.
362-7175. or mssssgs 874-7370

One mere wanted to sublease 2 bedroom
apartment for Spring aemealer CM 354-4445

Jimmy "Wanna"
(The Coolest Oats|
Remember I warned you I'm a Phi Celt. "I muat
admit you were the best Cool deles only
come once In a Ifatsne. Let's do It again?
Half of the coolest date
"Careene"

Welcome to the Real World
HELLO UTTLBGrlRL
AND WMT PO you
WANT FoR
CHRUTMAS?

NEEDED One Male roommete lo lake over rent
for Spring 90 Close to campue. Great Living
conditions. Furnished Cal Ron, Lonnle. Or Dan
|354-4640>Anyttme

Wanted: Someone to aunlaeis dewntown efficiency lor Spring semester
CM Doug
353-8760

ASAP-2 nonsmoking females needed Id autxeeee apt for apring 90 semi -furnished Cal
363-6729 after 6pm

Single loft for sale
Great condition' $70 (negotiable)
l CM 353-3642

NEEDED: FEMALE ROOMMATE
To share house with 3 gtrta four houses from
campus Fal and Spring Semester. Contact
Lynn or KoSey 363-7407

1 Female needed to sublease furnished apt for
apring '90 Renl $160 mo plus alec. Please
Cal 362-4499.

CALL: 35 J-TOUR - 353-MI7

353-8476

Couple would Ike to adopt healthy white mlent
Wa aril help with expenses Cal collect anytime 419 472 9988

Needed: 2 roommetes for Spring aemealer In
newly furntehed apt. one block from campue
Only$118.76parmo
CeS Rob or Don at 364 7147

1 female needed lo sublease apt. for Spring
Semester Very Close to Campus. A162/mo. I
wJpay 1 at month tent cal 354-3477.

HALF THE MONEY/TWICE THE FUN

CeVOYRANO
Good Luck
I know you can
dolt!
II be there supporting
you!
Love Your ft Summer Roomie. Derma

Needed: 1 Female dean roommale for apring
aemealer. $165 month
Call Becky
353-6576.

Wsnled: Male of Female
to sublease apt with
1 other person. 2 bedrm.
$460 e month please cM
353 9458

WE 00 WITH YOU
Adoption happily married couple ol 14 yrs. We
promise your chad a loving home and financial
security Devoted etay al home mom. caring
dad and one big sister Al medical 4 legal expenw paid Cal coSsct |419| 822-9288

' MALE ROOMMATE WANTED '
1 NON-SMOKING MALE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FOR SPRING SEMESTER NEW. 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED AND
CLOSE TO CAMPUS GREAT PRICE ■ $130
PER MONTH PLUS UTILITIES HURRY! THIS
ONE WONT LAST LONG FEEL FREE TO
CALL FOR MORE INFO 353 7888

Needed. 1 female roommate to share a 1 badroom apt on Man Street 156 00 month end Umtlee Cal 364-4752.

Leather coat BXe new. lassonahll price, CM
363-6061

CM 352-0000
1 bedroom apt available $22S/monthpluautlsSSS CM 364-6600
1 female needed to sublease apt for Spring
semeeter. Not far from campus $162 mo 1
bedroom, large apt. CM Pan or Beth
3648230
234 1/2 S CoSage Available NOW! 1-2
bedrm apt. Vary doee to campua. Maximum
occupancy 2 people. Stove S refrigerator provided. $206/mon. Ph: 287-4686 or
1 837 5992
4-peraon apt. 4 rent. $560/peraon/semester
on 2nd St For Spring Semester. CM
352 8071.
6 bdrm house 3 blocks rtrom BGSU Avsilable
Jan 1 Seeo/month plus utilities Phone
353-3865
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
Spring and Summer 1000
'Great location
•Huge Deck
• 2 parson. 2 bedroom
•Lota of fun
CM John or Brock immedatsty
353-9889
Apt. for Rent, Spring Semester
very Close to campus
Call after 8pm. 354-40870
Apt. For subleaas Spring Sem for 1 or 2 people completely furnished Extremely doee to
campus. Good view If Interested.c M Jim
363-8170
Brand new 1 bedroom apt. fuSy fumlehed
Lease starts 12/15 Great lor 1 or 2 people
Quiet' 352-4384 days or 353-7887 evenings
Efficiency Apartment for Sublease
Alutttleapald Second at 210 per/month
Laaaa ends 5-15-90. call Greenbrlan
3820717
ExceSent deaf. 1 female needed to sublet for
Spring and or Summer State SI Very dose to
campus Furn apt-gas heet-M uN pd. Except
else. Rent $1 BO.mo Cslt Sarsh 354-4638
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR NEXT
SEMESTER' CORNER OF 5th S HIGH,
$112 00 PER MONTH PLEASE CALL.
353 8139
Female roommete needed.
Good location, only $163 00 per mo.
Please cM 3548833
Female roommate wanted Spring aemealer.
$187.60/morrth Own bedroom fumlehed
Apt. please cat and leave measage 353-6730
Furnished efficiency lubleaae lor Spring Semeeter One Person CM 364-4668 and leave
a message
Help! We need to sublease 2 bedroom 2 full
bath completely fumlehed large apartment for
Spring 00 Need el leaat 3 people. wB hold 6
comfortably Great neighbor" CM 353-4381
HELP!
HOMELESS???
New Spacious downtown apt. Aval for Spring
00 Dishwasher 1 or 2 people needed. cM
364-4466.
Houses and Apia. Close to campus - for summar 10SO and 1990-1991 school year CM
1-287-3341
Large 1 bedroom apt avaSable Spring 1900 Utatlee paid. CM 354-7258
Large affordable 3 bedroom house to eubleaeatar Spring Semeeter. Thla spscioua
house Include! very large kitchen. 1 112
baths, patio, convenient perking. Electric,
vaster S sewer paid! Located very doee to
campua on E Court SI Malea preferred. Call
SS4-2S7SLarge house. 1 block from campus, cheap rent
lor next sem CM 353-5260
Lg Fum 2 Bdrm Apt on 8th St Aval lor Spring
Sem VERY NICE: New Carpal and Furniture
CM 353-4 783
Moving to Toledo-2 bdrm Meumee apt. Al
ease Great Location • mlnutee from anywhere si
Toledo aree S360'mo CM 866 1274
Needy new large 2 bdrm, 1 1/2 bathe, unfum.
apt. Stove, refrig & deuiwaaher included. Available now atartmg at $400/month
Cal John Newtove Real Estate 364-2260
Need 1 mala roommate to eubteaae for Spring
aemealer. S132/mon summer months free II
Interested CM anytime 353-8765 6th Street
Poe Road efficiency For Spring Free Utatiet
Rent NoootleDW 353 0772
Private rooms 3 blocks BGSU Snare Irving are.
partly fumlehed $135 par/month AvaSable
soorVphone 363-3666
S S V RENTALS One S Two bedroom apt.
houses. avaSable 0S12 month lessee CM
352-7454
SUBLEASE APT for Spring 00 2 bdrm big lying rm. for more Into cal 364-8326 after
5.00pm
^^
SUBLEASE E. MERRY APT.
Spring earn fumlehed 2 bdrm, 1 bath, cM now
3638123
'
Tied of paying a slumlord? Roommate wanted
1/1 thru 6/16 No deposits Own room and
bath 354 1386
TARED OF YOUR ROOMMATE?

Perfect efficiency apt a saahll mmedietely lor
quiet individual 420 S Mam #2 utsWae psk)
CM 353 0007
Vntatlup Terrace Apartments are now taking
eppfcanpns lor Spring and FM 00 leases 1 S
2 bedroom apartments avaSable Three groat
bcaeone, heat Included, memienance. laundry.
ate. CM 362-0135 or come to 400 Napoleon
Rd

